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Glossary
Term
A-weighting/
A-weighted

Term
Definition

including annoyance, due to the exposure to environmental noise”.
Environmental Noise
Regulations (ENR)

Weighting of the audible frequencies designed to reflect the response
of the human ear to sound. The ear is more sensitive to sound at
frequencies in the middle of the audible range than it is to either very
high or very low frequencies. Sound measurements are often Aweighted (using a dedicated filter) to compensate for the sensitivity of
the ear.

Ambient sound level

BS 4142 (BSI, 2014) defines the ambient sound level as the: ‘totally
encompassing sound in a given situation at a given time, usually from
many sources near and far.’ It is sometimes used to mean an
environmental noise level defined specifically in terms of the L Aeq index.
The terms ‘ambient’ and ‘background’ may be colloquially synonymous
when describing environmental noise levels.

Anthropogenic noise

Noise from man-made sources.

Background sound
level

BS 4142 (BSI, 2014a) defines the background sound level LA90,T as
the: ‘A-weighted sound pressure level that is exceeded by the residual
sound at the assessment location for 90% of a given time interval, T,
measured using time weighting F and quoted to the nearest whole
number of decibels’ (i.e. a sound level defined specifically in terms of
the LA90 index). The ambient sound level is a measure of the residual
sound and the specific sound when present.
The terms ‘ambient’ and ‘background’ may be colloquially synonymous
when describing environmental noise levels.
Horizontal Guidance H3 Part 2 Noise Assessment and Control
(Environment Agency, 2002) describes the LA90 background noise level
as: ‘Whilst it is not the absolute lowest level measured in any of the
short samples, it gives a clear indication of the underlying noise level,
or the level that is almost always there in between intermittent noisy
events'.

Baseline sound
levels/Baseline
sound environment

The existing sound levels before construction or operation of a
development commences.

Broadband

A sound containing a wide range of frequencies (for example, a
whooshing sound like a waterfall or an out of tune analogue radio).

Decibel (dB)

Units of sound measurement and noise exposure measurement.

Directivity

The uniform/non-uniform directional characteristics of a sound source
(as sound may be emitted from the source in different directions with
varying intensities and frequencies).

Environmental Noise
Directive (END)

Environmental Noise Directive (Directive 2002/49/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 25 June 2002 relating to the
assessment and management of environmental noise).
The aim of the Directive is to ”define a common approach intended to
avoid, prevent or reduce on a prioritised basis the harmful effects,

Definition
Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006 (as amended).
The Regulations came into force on 01 October 2006 in “relation to
measures relating to the assessment, management and control of
environmental noise’’.

Equivalent
Defined in BS 7445 (BSI, 2003) as the ‘value of the A-weighted sound
continuous sound
pressure level of a continuous, steady sound that, within a specified
pressure level (LAeq,T) time interval, T, has the same mean square sound pressure as a sound
under consideration whose level varies with time’ i.e. it is a measure of
the noise dose or exposure over a period. It is a unit commonly used to
describe construction noise and noise from industrial premises and is
the most suitable unit for the description of other forms of
environmental noise. It is also the unit best suited to assessing
community response.
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Façade/Freefield

This applies to the positions for either measurement or prediction. A
façade position is one that effectively represents sound levels at a
building but is conventionally taken at a position 1 m from the building;
this includes reflections from the building. A freefield position is one
that is at least 3.5 m from a building where reflection effects are not
significant. The difference between a sound level measured at a façade
position and a freefield position, assuming that there is a specific sound
source that causes reflections, is that levels are around 3 dB higher at
the façade, due to the reflection effects.

Frequency

The pitch of the sound, measured in Hz. The tonal quality of a sound is
described and measured in terms of the frequency content and is
commonly expressed as octave or third octave bands, the latter being
the division of the octave bands into three for finer analysis, across the
frequency spectrum. The smaller the octave band or third octave band
centre frequency number defined in terms of Hz, the lower the sound.
For example, 63 Hz is lower than 500 Hz and is perceived as a deeper
sound. The attenuation due to air absorption and natural barriers
increases with frequency i.e. low frequencies are always the most
difficult to control/mitigate. Frequency ranges for commonly occurring
sounds include:
 The low notes on a bass guitar are typically around 40 –
50 Hz;
 The lowest string on a guitar is typically about 80 Hz;
 Middle C is about 250 Hz;
 The C above middle C is about 500 Hz;
 Cars in a residential area are generally around 250 and
500 Hz;
 Greenwich Mean-time signal (pips) is around 1 kHz;
 Bird calls are generally around 2 to 5 kHz; and,
 A ‘Shhh’ sound made by the mouth is mostly around 4 kHz and
above.

Term

Definition

Harmonic

An oscillation (e.g. sound wave) that has a frequency that is an integral
multiple of a fundamental frequency.

Hertz (Hz)

The unit of frequency.

Immission

The act of immitting, or of sending or thrusting in; injection; - the
correlative of emission (Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary,
1828). Emissions are emitted by the sound source and immissions are
received by the noise sensitive receptor.

Term

frequency. For example, the octave band extending between 44.7 Hz
and 89.1 Hz is called the 63 Hz octave band. The octave band
extending between 89.1 Hz and 178 Hz is called the 125 Hz octave
band. The full complement of octave bands in the audible frequency
range is as follows: 31.5, 63, 125, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000
and 16,000 Hz.
Point/Line/Area
Source

Noise sources can be modelled as point, line or area sources. Noise
attenuation due to geometric spreading, which is the effect of acoustic
energy being spread over an increasing surface with increasing
distance from the source, can be different for the different types of
source. When the distance from source to receptor is very much
greater than the dimensions of the source, the attenuation due to
geometric spreading from all source types is the same as for point
sources.

Rating level, LAr,Tr

BS 4142 (BSI, 2014a) defines the rating level as ‘The specific noise
level plus any adjustment for the characteristic features of the noise.’

Reflection

The ENR, which transposes the requirements of the END, selected L den
and Lnight as common indicators to assess annoyance and sleep
disturbance, respectively.

Sound can be reflected by hard surfaces and reflection effects can
affect sound levels.

Slow/Fast Time
Weighting

The A-weighted long term average sound level as defined in BS 74452 (BSI, 1991a, also ISO, 1996 and, determined over all the day periods
(07.00 to 19.00 hours) of a year.

The response speed of the detector in a sound level meter. Slow
response time is 1 second; fast response time is 1/8 second (0.125
seconds) and will detect changes in sound levels more rapidly than
measurements made with Slow time-weighting.

Sound

See “Noise and Sound”

Sound Power Level
(SWL, Lw)

A sound power level is a measure of the total power radiated as sound
by a source in all directions. It is a property of the source and is
essentially independent of the measuring environment. The sound
power level of a source is expressed in decibels (dB) and is equal to 10
times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the sound power of
the source to a reference sound power. The reference sound power in
air is normally taken to be 10-12 watt.

SoundPLAN

A computer software package that uses a ray-tracing numerical
modelling approach to predict acoustic propagation from industrial
and/or transport sound sources. The prediction methodologies follow
national and international standards.

Sound Pressure
Level (SPL)

Sound pressure is the dynamic variation of the static pressure of air
and is measured in force per unit area. Sound pressure is normally
represented on a logarithmic amplitude scale, which gives a better
relationship to the human perception of hearing. The sound pressure
level is expressed in decibels (dB) and is equal to 20 times the
logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the sound pressure at the
measurement location to a reference sound pressure. The reference
sound pressure in air is normally taken to be 20 µPa, which roughly
corresponds to the threshold of human hearing.

Sound spectrum

A sound represented by its frequency components.

LAeq,T

See “Equivalent continuous sound pressure level”.

LAmax

Maximum value of the A-weighted sound pressure level, measured
using the fast (F) time weighting (in dBA).

LA90

See “Background sound level”.

Lden

The ‘Day-evening-night level’ and is defined by:
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Lday

Definition

Levening

The A-weighted long term average sound level as defined in BS 74452 (BSI, 1991a, also ISO, 1996, determined over all the evening periods
(19.00 to 23.00 hours) of a year.

Lnight

The A-weighted long term average sound level as defined in BS 74452 (BSI, 1991a, also ISO, 1996, determined over all the night (23.00 to
07.00 hours) periods of a year.

Loudness/Loud

The measure of the subjective impression of the magnitude or strength
of a sound.

Noise and Sound

Response to sound can be subjective and is affected by many factors,
both acoustic and non-acoustic. The significance of its impact, for
example, can depend on such factors as the margin by which a sound
exceeds the background sound level, its absolute level, time of day and
change in the acoustic environment, as well as local attitudes to the
source of the sound and the character of the neighbourhood. Sound
can be measured by a sound level meter or other measuring system.
Noise is related to a human response and is routinely described as
unwanted sound, or sound that is considered undesirable or disruptive.

Octave

The range between two frequencies whose ratio is 2:1.

Octave bands

Groups of frequencies defined by standards where the upper frequency
of each band is equal to twice the lower frequency of the next higher
band. Octave bands are usually named by their geometric centre
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Term
Soundscape
Source term

Definition
The acoustic environment as perceived and understood by people in
context.
The acoustic properties of a source defined as a sound power level or
as a sound pressure level under specific measurement conditions.
Source terms are sometimes provided as a spectrum.

Specific sound level,
LAeq,Tr

BS 4142 (BSI, 2014a) defines the specific sound level as the
‘equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level produced by
the specific sound source over a given reference time interval.’

Third-octave bands

Frequency ranges where each octave is divided into one-third octaves.

Tonal

Sound sources sometimes contain audible or measurable components
that can be identified as hums, whistles etc. The presence of these
tonal components is sometimes considered to add an extra, annoying
quality to the sound.

µPa

Acronym

Symbol for micropascal.

Acronyms
Acronym
BDEN

Full term
Burden of Disease from Environmental Noise (Fritschi, L. et al.,
2011)

BS

British Standard

BSI

British Standards Institution

CoCP

Code of Construction Practice

dBA

Decibels A-weighted

DCLG

Department for Communities and Local Government

DCO

Development Consent Order

DMRB

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EPO

Environmental Protection Officer

ES

Environmental Statement

HDD

Horizontal Directional Drilling (a Trenchless Technology)

HVAC

High Voltage Alternating Current

HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

Hz

Hertz

IPC

Infrastructure Planning Commission

v

Full term

LOAEL

Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Level

NLC

North Lincolnshire Council

NNGL/NNG

Night Noise Guidelines for Europe (Bruni et al., 2009)

NOEL

No Observed Effect Level

NPPF

National Planning Policy Framework (DCLG, 2012)

NPPGN

National Planning Practice Guidance – Noise (DCLG, 2014)

NPSE

Noise Policy Statement for England (Defra, 2010)

NSR

Noise and Vibration Sensitive Receptor

ONS

Office for National Statistics

OS

Ordnance Survey

PINS

Planning Inspectorate

PPV

Peak Particle Velocity

PRoW

Public Right of Way

SOAEL

Significant Observed Adverse Effect Level

SRI

Sound Reduction Index

TT

Trenchless Technology (including HDD, thrust boring, auger
boring and pipe ramming).

WHO

World Health Organization

9.1.1

9.1.2

9.1.3

This chapter presents the results of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of
the onshore elements of the proposed Project Two development (namely the export
cable landfall site, the indicative onshore cable route corridor, the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation and the interconnection with National Grid substation)
during its construction, operation and decommissioning on noise and vibration.

9.1.7

Project Two is the second project proposed for development within the Hornsea
Zone. The Hornsea Zone is being developed using a phased programme, which
divides the zone into subzones. The first of the subzones to be developed was
Subzone 1 (Project One), for which an application was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate (PINS) in July 2013. Subzone 2 (Project Two) is the second of the
subzones to be developed. Project Two is similar in terms of its nature and location to
that of Project One. As such, where matters have been discussed and agreed during
consultation on Project One, and are applicable to the Project Two EIA, they have
been incorporated into this Environmental Statement (see Section 9.4 for further
details).

9.1.5



highlights any necessary monitoring and/or mitigation measures which could
prevent, minimise, reduce or offset for the possible environmental effects
identified at the relevant stage in the EIA process.

This chapter includes details on:


the approach to the assessment;



a description of the onshore baseline sound environment;



identification of those aspects of the project that may cause noise and/or
vibration effects;



predictions of noise and/or vibration effects on the nearest Noise and Vibration
Sensitive Receptors (NSRs); and



the assessment of the significance of identified noise and/or vibration effects.

Mitigation measures are identified where necessary. Cumulative noise and/or
vibration effects with other proposed developments that may affect the same NSRs
as the project are also considered.

9.1.9

The assessments contained within this chapter are concerned with effects on human
receptors. Where relevant, consideration of the effects on ecological receptors is
provided in Chapter 3: Ecology and Nature Conservation based upon sound levels
provided for that purpose.

The primary purpose of the Environmental Statement is to support the Development
Consent Order (DCO) application for Project Two under the Planning Act 2008 (the
2008 Act). This Environmental Statement should be read in conjunction with the NonTechnical Summary, which summarises in non-technical language the key issues
presented in this report.

9.2.1

It is intended that the Environmental Statement will provide statutory and nonstatutory consultees with sufficient technical information to complete the examination
of the proposed development options and will form the basis of agreement on the
content of the DCO.

For construction and decommissioning, the noise and vibration assessment has
considered NSRs and Public Rights of Way (PRoWs) within approximately 300 m of
the onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation site and the onshore cable route (see
Section 9.5). For the operational assessment, an area up to 1 km from the onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substation site has been considered.

9.2.2

The extent of the study area for the cable route and the Trenchless Technology (TT)
sites are shown in Figure 9.1. The extent of the study area for the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation is shown in Figure 9.2. The study area for the
construction and decommissioning assessment is smaller than the operational
assessment because construction and decommissioning effects are likely to be short
term, whereas operational effects are likely to be long term and static. The
operational phase will generate no significant noise along the cable route, so no
study area is defined.

The application for development consent for Project Two has been compiled and
consulted on by SMart Wind on behalf of ‘the Developer’.

Purpose of this chapter
9.1.6

identifies any assumptions and limitations encountered in compiling the
environmental information; and

9.1.8

Purpose of this Document
9.1.4



This Environmental Statement chapter:


presents the existing environmental baseline established from desk studies,
dedicated surveys and consultation undertaken by SMart Wind;



presents the potential environmental effects of noise and vibration arising from
Project Two, based on the information gathered and the analysis and
assessments undertaken to date;
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9.2.3

There is no national government guidance or legislation on the extent/size of the
study area to adopt for the assessment of noise and vibration effects from electrical
infrastructure or the construction or operation of industrial facilities. The Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) (Highways Agency et al., 2011) suggests that
the study area for road schemes should be 1 km and that effects should be
quantitatively assessed within 600 m. The study areas in this chapter have been
chosen on the basis of guidance contained within DMRB, professional judgment of
the distances over which significant noise effects may occur and consideration of the
likely magnitude and duration of impact and the sensitivity of receptors.

9.2.4

Vibration effects are likely to be insignificant at shorter distances than noise effects so
this approach is precautionary.

9-2

Figure 9.1

Project Two development and study area for noise and vibration showing the cable route and the TT sites.

9-3

Figure 9.2

Project Two development and study area for noise and vibration showing the onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation.
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9.3.1

9.3.2

Guidance on the issues to be assessed for offshore renewable energy developments
has been obtained through reference to the Overarching National Policy Statement
(NPS) for Energy (EN-1; DECC, 2011a) and the NPS for Renewable Energy
Infrastructure (EN-3; DECC, 2011b). The National Policy Statement for Electricity
Networks Infrastructure (NPS EN-5; DECC, 2011c) provides additional information.
Specifically, the guidance provided within the NPS EN-3 was considered. The
general guidance from paragraph 2.4.2 is that Proposals for renewable energy
infrastructure should demonstrate good design in respect of landscape and visual
amenity, and in the design of the project to mitigate impacts such as noise and
effects on ecology.

9.3.3

The noise guidance provided within the technology-specific section of the NPS does
not relate to the Project Two proposals.

9.3.4

NPS EN-5 states in paragraph 2.9.1 that:

9.3.5

Summary of NPS policy
relevant to the assessment
of noise and vibration

How and where considered within the Project Two
assessment

NPS EN-3 provides guidance
specific to renewable energy
infrastructure.
With regard to noise and
vibration assessment, NPS
EN-3 refers to NPS EN-1.

Refer to row one of this table.

NPS EN-5 provides guidance
specific to electricity networks
infrastructure.
With regard to noise and
vibration assessment, NPS
EN-5 refers to NPS EN-1.

Refer to row one of this table.

2.9.1 Generic noise effects are covered in Section 5.11 of EN-1. In addition there are
specific considerations which apply to electricity networks infrastructure as set out
below.

9.3.6

The planning process for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) is
administered by PINS, with the decision on the DCO being taken by the Secretary of
State.

However none of the guidance subsequently provided in EN-5 relates to the Project
Two proposals. A summary of the NPS guidance is provided in Table 9.1 below.

9.3.7

Paragraph 5.11.6 of NPS EN-1 refers to the need to assess operational and
construction noise using the principles of the relevant BSs; these are summarised in
Table 9.2 below. NPS EN-3 also includes guidance relating to potential secondary or
indirect impacts arising from changes to the physical environment, which is also
considered.

Table 9.1

Summary of NPS policy relevant to the assessment of noise and vibration
and consideration of the Project Two assessment.

Summary of NPS policy
relevant to the assessment
of noise and vibration
Paragraph 5.11.6 of NPS EN-1
refers to the need to assess
operational and construction
noise using the principles of
the relevant British Standards
(BSs), for example BS 4142
'Method for rating and
assessing industrial and
commercial sound (BSI,
2014a) and BS 5228 ‘Code of
practice for noise and vibration
control on construction and
open sites – Part 1: Noise’ (BS
5228 Part 1:2009+A1:2014)
(BSI, 2014b).

Table 9.2

How and where considered within the Project Two
assessment

Summary of NPS policy on decision making (and mitigation) with regard to
noise and vibration and consideration in the Project Two assessment.

Summary of NPS policy on decision
making (and mitigation) in relation to
noise and vibration

Construction, operation and decommissioning phases of
Project Two have been assessed using the principles in the
relevant BSs.
Construction impacts are assessed in paragraphs 9.6.29 to
9.6.99.
Operational impacts are assessed in paragraphs 9.6.100 to
9.6.163.
Decommissioning impacts are assessed in paragraphs
9.6.164 to 9.6.184.

Paragraph 5.11.6 of NPS EN-1 refers to the
need to assess operational and construction
noise using the principles of the relevant
BSs.

9-5

How and where considered within the
Project Two assessment
The construction, operation and
decommissioning phases of Project Two
have been assessed using the principles in
the relevant BSs.
The impact assessment methodology is set
out in paragraphs 9.6.4 to 9.6.27.
Construction impacts are assessed in
paragraphs 9.7.30 to 9.7.34.
Operational impacts are assessed in
paragraphs 9.6.100 to 9.6.163.
Decommissioning impacts are assessed in
paragraphs 9.6.164 to 9.6.184.
In accordance with best practice, the noise

Summary of NPS policy on decision
making (and mitigation) in relation to
noise and vibration

How and where considered within the
Project Two assessment
and vibration assessment has also
considered the NPSE and guidance listed
below:


BS 4142 'Method for Rating industrial
noise affecting mixed residential and
industrial areas' (BSI, 2014a);



BS 5228 ‘Code of practice for noise
and vibration control on construction
and open sites’ (BSI, 20014b; 2014c);



DMRB (Highways Agency, 2011);



Calculation of Road Traffic Noise
(CRTN) (Department of Transport,
1988);



Institute of Environmental
Management and Assessment (IEMA)
Guidelines for Environmental Impact
Assessment (IEMA, 2004);









International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) (1996) 9613
(ISO 9613). Part 2: 'Acoustics:
Attenuation of sound during
propagation outdoors' (ISO, 1996);
Burden of disease from environmental
noise (BDEN) (Fritschi, L. et al., 2011);



British Standard 8233 Guidance on
sound insulation and noise reduction
for buildings’ (BS 8233) (BSI, 2014d).

9.3.9

The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) published the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in March 2012. This sets out the
national planning policies for England and the Government’s desire to enable
sustainable development.

9.3.10

Planning Policy Statements (PPS) and Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) documents
have been taken into account in the production of the National Policy Statements.
Local development plan policies may be relevant to determining local impacts, while
PPS and PPG documents, although no longer in force, provide additional context.

9.3.11

The NPPF does not contain any specific noise policy or noise limits, but it provides a
framework for local people and local authorities to produce their own local and
neighbourhood plans, which reflect the needs and priorities of their communities.

9.3.12

In Section 11, ‘Conserving and enhancing the natural environment’, paragraph 123
relates to noise and states:
“Planning policies and decisions should aim to:

BS 7445 'Description and
measurement of environmental noise'
(BSI ,1991a; 1991b; 2003);

Night Noise Guidelines for Europe
(NNGL) (Bruni, O. et al., 2009); and

Further advice in relation specifically to the Project Two development has been
sought through consultation with the statutory authorities and from the PINS scoping
opinion (Table 9.3).

National Planning Policy Framework (2012)

Institute of Environmental Assessment
(IEA) Guidelines for the Environmental
Assessment of Road Traffic (IEA,
2003);



9.3.8



avoid noise from giving rise to significant adverse impacts27 on health and
quality of life as a result of new development;



mitigate and reduce to a minimum other adverse impacts 27 on health and
quality of life arising from noise from new development, including through the
use of conditions;



recognise that development will often create some noise and existing
businesses wanting to develop in continuance of their business should not
have unreasonable restrictions put on them because of changes in nearby
land uses since they were established;28 and



identify and protect areas of tranquillity which have remained relatively
undisturbed by noise and are prized for their recreational and amenity value
for this reason.

27

See Explanatory Note to the Noise Policy Statement for England (Department for the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs).
28

9-6

Subject to the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and other relevant law.”

Noise Policy Statement for England
9.3.13

9.3.17

The NPPGN advises that noise exposures above the LOAEL cause small changes in
behaviour. Examples of noise exposures above the LOAEL provided in the NPPGN
include: having to turn up the volume on the television; needing to speak more loudly
to be heard; or, where there is no alternative ventilation, closing windows for some of
the time because of the noise. In line with the NPPF and NPSE, the NPPGN states
that consideration needs to be given to mitigating and minimising effects above the
LOAEL but taking account of the economic and social benefits being derived from the
activity causing the noise.

9.3.18

The NPPGN advises that noise exposures above the Significant Observed Adverse
Effect Level (SOAEL) cause material changes in behaviour. An example of noise
exposures above the SOAEL provided in the PPGN are, where there is no alternative
ventilation, keeping windows closed for most of the time or avoiding certain activities
during periods when the noise is present. In line with the NPPF and NPSE, the
NPPGN states that effects above the SOAEL should be avoided and that whilst the
economic and social benefits being derived from the activity causing the noise must
be taken into account, such exposures are undesirable.

The Noise Policy Statement for England (NPSE) (Defra, 2010), aims to provide clarity
regarding current policies and practices to enable noise management decisions to be
made within the wider context, at the most appropriate level, in a cost-effective
manner and in a timely fashion. Paragraphs 1.6 - 1.7 of the NPSE set out the long
term vision and aims of Government noise policy:
"Noise Policy Vision
Promote good health and a good quality of life through the effective management of
noise within the context of Government policy on sustainable development."
"Noise Policy Aims
Through the effective management and control of environmental, neighbour and
neighbourhood noise within the context of Government policy on sustainable
development:

9.3.14



avoid significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life;



mitigate and minimise adverse impacts on health and quality of life; and



where possible, contribute to the improvement of health and quality of life."

Local planning policy

The aims require that all reasonable steps should be taken to avoid, mitigate and
minimise adverse effects on health and quality of life whilst also taking into account
the guiding principles of sustainable development, which include social, economic,
environmental and health considerations.

9.3.19

The onshore cable route lies within the districts of East Lindsey, West Lindsey, North
East Lincolnshire and North Lincolnshire. The proposed onshore HVDC converter/
HVAC substation site is also located in North Lincolnshire.

9.3.20

There are no local planning policies which specifically relate to noise and vibration.
However, the potential impact of noise on neighbouring land uses is considered when
assessing the suitability of development proposals. The accompanying text to
Strategic Policy 17 – Renewable Energy (East Lindsey Draft Core Strategy (October
2007)) states that when considering proposals for commercial wind energy
development “the Council will take into account …whether the development would
cause nuisance to local communities from noise (applying the criteria of ETSU-R-97
and/or British Standard BS:4142, whichever affords residents’ amenity the most
protection)”.

9.4.1

The Project Two development is similar, both in terms of its nature and location, to
that of Project One. The matters relevant to Project Two which were raised in the
formal responses from consultees for Project One and issues identified during preapplication consultation on Project One are set out in Table 9.3 below. All of these
matters have been taken forward in the EIA for Project Two and a response on each
matter in terms of Project Two is provided in Table 9.3. Further details on the
statutory and non-statutory consultation undertaken for Project One and Project Two
will be set out in the Consultation Report.

National Planning Practice Guidance – Noise (NPPGN)
9.3.15

The Government has published Planning Practice Guidance on a range of subjects
including noise (DCLG, 2014). The guidance is intended to support and complement
the NPPF and provide advice on how to deliver its policies. Once the full suite of
planning practice guidance is in place, the Technical Guidance to the NPPF will be
withdrawn. The NPPGN reiterates general guidance on noise policy and assessment
methods provided in the NPPF, NPSE and British Standards (BSs) and contains
examples of acoustic environments commensurate with various effect levels.

9.3.16

The NPPGN describes noise that is not noticeable to be at levels below the No
Observed Effect Level (NOEL). It describes a range of noise exposure that is
noticeable but not to the extent there is a perceived change in quality of life. Noise
exposures in this range are below the Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Level
(LOAEL) and need no mitigation. On this basis, the audibility of noise from a
development is not an appropriate criterion to judge noise effects.
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Table 9.3

Summary of relevant matters raised during Project One for noise and
vibration.

Consultee
PINS and North
Lincolnshire Council
Environmental Protection
Officer

9.4.2

Issues raised on Project One
which are applicable to Project
Two

How/where
addressed within
Project Two

The relevant Council’s
Environmental Health Department
should be consulted to agree the
methodology and choice of noise
receptors.
It was agreed that the surveys
undertaken for this project would, if it
was not possible to directly measure
LA90 values for 16-hour/4-hour/8-hour
day/evening/night (time periods
adopted by the Environmental Noise
Regulations (ENR) and defined in
the Environmental Noise Directive
(END)), obtain hourly LA90 values
and determine a 'representative'
background sound level (as required
by BS 4142) by review of the
histograms and professional
judgement. It was agreed that this
would be more likely to generate a
robust assessment level than a
prescriptive numerical approach (e.g.
minimum, mean, mode, nth
percentile of hourly LA90 values).
The EPO stated that NLC would
normally expect operational noise
from such a development to be
controlled such that the rating levels
did not exceed the background noise
levels at noise sensitive receptors
(NSRs). This is 5 dB lower than the
rating/background sound level
difference that BS 4142:1997
considers to be of marginal
significance (i.e. the threshold of
significant effects from such a
development).

The same approach
has been adopted as
implemented for
Project One.
The methodology to
inform the baseline is
outlined in
paragraphs 9.5.1 to
9.5.10.

This is addressed in
paragraphs 9.6.17 to
9.6.18.

A summary of the matters raised during the consultation that has taken place during
the preparation of this assessment for Project Two is set out in Table 9.4 below.
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9.4.3

A Scoping Report for Project Two was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS)
in October 2012 (SMart Wind, 2012). Following consultation, PINS provided a
Scoping Opinion in November 2012 (PINS, 2012a).

9.4.4

The first phase of consultation for Project Two took place alongside the fourth phase
of consultation for Project One during February and March 2013. These consultation
phases were synchronised to ensure the process of developing the projects
simultaneously was clearly set out and understood.

9.4.5

The Draft Environmental Statement for Project Two was consulted on during the
second phase of consultation, which took place during July 2014.

9.4.6

Further targeted consultation took place during Autumn 2014 in relation to minor
changes to the onshore cable route (including the route into the substation),
compounds, accesses and the substation footprint.

9.4.7

Table 9.4 below provides an overview of key issues raised during scoping
consultation for Project Two and how these have been addressed in the production of
this Environmental Statement chapter. Further information can be found in the
Consultation Report. No significant matters relating to noise and vibration were raised
as a result of the consultation on the Draft Environmental Statement or the
subsequent targeted consultation.

Table 9.4

Consultation undertaken to date for noise and vibration.

Consultee
PINS

Form of response
Scoping Opinion

Date issue raised
November 2012

Issues raised

How/where addressed

In addition to the inter-relationship impacts between
noise and vibration and traffic and transport, noise
impacts on ecological sites and receptors should also be
assessed. The sites and receptors will be dependent
upon the chosen route for the onshore connection.
The assessment methodology (including the selection of
noise receptors and the method to determine noise
emissions from the permanent apparatus at the
substation) should be discussed and agreed with the
relevant Council Environmental Health Department.
More information should be provided on the types of
receptors to be considered in the assessment, and noise
levels off-site along roads and public rights of way
(PRoWs) and on ecological receptors should also be
addressed. Significance of the impacts should be
assessed within the context of the characteristics of the
existing environmental conditions.
In terms of mitigation measures, consideration should be
given to restricting or suspending all activities during
sensitive time periods. For ecological receptors, the most
effective mitigation measures may include restrictions of
certain activities at sensitive times or within sensitive
periods, for example during the bird breeding season.

This is addressed in Chapter 12: Inter-related Effects
(Onshore).

The assessment methodology is explained in paragraphs
9.6.4 to 9.6.27. The same approach has been used as for
Project One.

The types of receptors considered are detailed in Table
9.13. The significance of effects is outlined in paragraphs
9.6.29 to 9.6.184.

The designed-in mitigation measures in relation to noise
and vibration are outlined in Table 9.15.

East Lindsey District
Council

Scoping Opinion
(Response
appended to the
Scoping Opinion)

November 2012

A noise impact assessment should be undertaken of the
operations of the wind farm relative to ambient
background sound levels for different times of the
day/night and weather conditions. The assessment
should consider the sound characteristics (volume, tone,
frequency, duration, intensity) and describe measures to
mitigate noise from the operational phase and the
onshore construction elements.

The noise impact assessment for the operation phase is
detailed in paragraphs 9.6.100 to 9.6.163.

Brigsley Parish
Council

Scoping Opinion
(Response
appended to the
Scoping Opinion)

November 2012

The following information should be considered during the
preparation of the ES:

The impact on the village should be minimal
especially whilst the cable is being laid;

Government Regulatory Guidelines are followed at
all time; and

SMart Wind should continually accommodate
concerns raised regarding the magnetic field of
cable.

The same approach has been used as for Project One.

North Lincolnshire
Council

Phase Two
Consultation

October 2014

Construction Noise and Vibration
The draft Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) does not
provide any details of working methods and mitigation
measures for the control of noise and vibration. However,
the draft CoCP does set out reasonable objectives for the

Details of the Construction Traffic Management Plan
dealing with noise and vibration from construction traffic
will be agreed with the Local Authority prior to construction
commencing.
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Consultee

Form of response

Date issue raised

Issues raised

How/where addressed

control of noise and vibration and gives scope for the
details of best practicable means to be agreed and
incorporated into a Written Scheme for Noise
Management and Monitoring Measures.
The Outline CoCP sets restrictions on the working hours
Consideration should be given to the restriction of working and it will required that construction activities are carried
hours and incorporation of appropriate noise limits into the out in accordance with the agree Written Scheme for
CoCP. For enforcement purposes it will also be necessary Noise Management and Monitoring Measures.
to ensure that the wording of the final CoCP will require
that construction activities be carried out in accordance
with the agreed Written Scheme for Noise Management
and Monitoring Measures.
Operational Noise
Paragraph 9.6.18 of the ES refers to a rating level of 5dB
above the background noise as being the threshold of low
impact magnitude for operational noise. The Council does
not consider it appropriate to consider a +5dB increase as
a suitable criteria for the protection of residential amenity
in all cases.
The Council recommends that the DCO includes a
requirement to control operational noise for the protection
of Residential amenity.
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This is addressed in Paragraph 9.6.17, which notes from
BS 4142:2014 that A difference of around +5 dB is likely to
be an indication of an adverse impact, depending on the
context. Notwithstanding this, the scheme is designed to
achieve a 0 dB Rating Level difference
As the project is designed to achieve a 0 dB Rating Level
difference, a noise requirement is not included in the draft
DCO as there is no need.

9.5.6

The calibration of the instrumentation was checked both prior to and immediately
following the surveys, to ensure that no significant drift had occurred over the survey
period. All instrumentation was within the manufacturers' periods of calibration, as
specified in BS 7445 Part 1: Guide to environmental quantities and procedures (BSI,
2003).

9.5.7

Baseline measurements were taken when BS 4142:1997 (BSI, 1997) was current.
This standard was superseded by BS 4142:2014 (BSI, 2014a) on 31 October 2014.

9.5.8

BS 4142:2014 requires a “representative background sound level” to be adopted for
the assessment of noise effects at residential receptors during the operation of the
facility. The standard notes “In using the background sound level in the method for
rating and assessing industrial and commercial sound it is important to ensure that
values are reliable and suitably represent both the particular circumstances and
periods of interest. For this purpose, the objective is not simply to ascertain a lowest
measured background sound level, but rather to quantify what is typical during
particular time periods.” The measurements taken under BS 4142:1997 also provide
a representative background sound level under the procedures within BS 4142:2014.

9.5.9

This is also commensurate with the requirements of the Infrastructure Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (EIA Regulations) to consider
typically occurring and likely effects. As described in Table 9.4, it has been agreed
with NLC that the background sound levels would be determined on the basis of
professional judgement (as opposed to a prescriptive numerical method) based on
surveyed 1-hour LA90 values obtained over a week.

9.5.10

Weather data were obtained from the nearest meteorological station for which data
are publicly available (Humberside International Airport) (Meteorological Office,
2011). These data were used to ensure that wind speeds and rainfall were within the
limits specified in BS 4142:1997. This document suggests that measurement data
can be used for wind speeds up to 5 m/s, (i.e. it states that “For the purposes of this
standard, windshields are generally effective up to wind speeds of 5 m/s”). BS 4142
also implies that measurements should not be taken during heavy rainfall. It suggests
that “heavy rain, falling on the microphone windshield or nearby surfaces can cause
noise interference”.

Methodology to Inform Baseline
9.5.1

The proposed onshore infrastructure (both the indicative onshore cable route and the
HVDC converter/HVAC substation site at North Killingholme) for Project Two is
immediately adjacent to Project One. The synergies were identified at an early stage
and the environmental surveys to inform the baseline were designed to inform the
EIA for both Project One and Project Two. The agreed representative sound levels
are considered to still be representative of the current noise environment and no
additional noise or vibration surveys, beyond those for Project One, have been
undertaken.

9.5.2

The baseline condition is that which would occur without Project One. To the extent
that there would be changes in the assessment when considered with the Project
One development, these are considered in the Cumulative Impact Assessment
section later in this chapter.

9.5.3

Baseline data for the assessment have been obtained from:


desktop review of Ordnance Survey (OS) mapping and aerial photography of
the study area;



baseline noise survey undertaken at Kettlebridge Farm, East Halton in 2008
(RPS, 2008);



baseline noise surveys undertaken at Kettlebridge Farm and Patham Cottage,
East Halton for Project One in November 2011; and



review of baseline data contained within EIAs for other developments in the
area.

9.5.4

Baseline sound levels at Kettlebridge Farm and Patham Cottage, East Halton are
representative of the baseline sound levels at the closest (hence those most
potentially affected by the proposed development) NSRs in East Halton.

9.5.5

The operational onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation noise assessment
methodology requires a comparison to be made between the existing daytime and
night-time noise environments (i.e. noise levels) at the NSRs and the future noise
levels that would be expected to occur at those locations when the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation is operational. Existing sound levels were determined by
a field study. Data were obtained at locations that are representative of the NSRs
with the greatest potential to be affected by the project. As set out above, survey
locations were agreed with the EPO at NLC prior to undertaking the 2011 surveys for
Project One. A plan of the survey locations is provided in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3

Project Two site plan and baseline noise monitoring locations.
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Characterisation of the Baseline Environment

9.5.17

A long term survey (RPS, 2008) was undertaken from 17 April to 24 April 2008 for a
proposed Glass Wool Factory. The survey equipment (LT1) was installed in the
garden of Kettlebridge Farm, which is at the eastern end of Kettlebridge Lane. This
survey was repeated from 17 November to 24 November 2011. A long term survey
(LT2) was also undertaken in the front garden of Patham Cottage, Brick Lane from 17
November to 24 November 2011. Baseline sound levels at Kettlebridge Farm and
Patham Cottage, East Halton are representative of the baseline sound levels at the
closest (hence those most potentially affected by the proposed development) NSRs
in East Halton.

9.5.18

No single noise source in the area dominates the noise levels at the survey locations.
Noise levels are influenced by meteorological sources (wind through trees and
bushes and rain); nearby fauna (birds, farm animals, barking dogs); intermittent
nearby road traffic noise; distant road traffic noise on busy roads (including those
within the oil refinery and port facilities), which may be near-continuous at certain
times; and aircraft passing overhead to and from Humberside International Airport.
Noise from the power stations and refinery was not audible at the measurement
locations during the installation or collection of the survey equipment, which was
during the daytime.

9.5.19

The results of the long term sound surveys are provided in Figure 9.4 to Figure 9.6.
The survey at Kettlebridge Lane in 2008 was undertaken using 15-minute logging
periods. The survey at Kettlebridge Lane in 2011 was undertaken using 5-minute
logging periods due to an instrumentation set-up error (Note; the instrumentation setup error refers to the measurement interval period only; the data is still valid and for
the purposes of this assessment has been presented in hourly periods). The 1-hour
period values shown in Figure 9.4 to Figure 9.6 have been estimated by taking
logarithmic averages of the LAeq values and arithmetic averages of the LA90 values
within each hour.

9.5.20

The 01dB sound level meter permits calculation of LA90 values for the day, evening
and night-time periods as well as normal periodic measurements. This method of
baseline data analysis is preferred by the NLC EPO. However, the 01dB analysis
software cannot process all of the data together (e.g. all night-time periods of the
survey week) and, therefore, these values have been presented below in Table 9.5
as a series of consecutive periods on a day-by-day basis.

Landfall and cable route
9.5.11

The landfall and cable route are located predominantly within rural areas. However,
sections of the cable route are close to (within approximately 300 m) of a number of
settlements as shown in Figure 9.1.

9.5.12

Baseline sound levels at the majority of NSRs potentially affected by Project Two are
likely to be relatively low, commensurate with a rural area. The cable route crosses
several roads, the railway line between Habrough and Stallingborough and the
railway line between Ulceby and Immingham Dock at North Killingholme. Baseline
sound levels are likely to be higher near to these noise sources, particularly during
the daytime when the amount of road and rail traffic will be higher. BS 8233 suggests
that the LAeq, 16 h at the façade of a house that is 20 m from the edge of a busy main
road through a residential area, with an average traffic speed 50 km/h, would be
approximately 68 dB LAeq,16h. On this basis, road noise levels of approximately 60 and
55 dB LAeq,16h would be expected at houses 50 and 100 m from such a road,
respectively.

9.5.13

The majority of NSRs potentially affected by noise from construction activities at the
cable route and landfall are at least 100 m from a road. Therefore, it is likely that
baseline levels at the majority of NSRs will be less than 60 dB L Aeq, 12 h, 50 dB LAeq, 4 h
and 40 dB LAeq, 8 h for the daytime, evening and night-time periods, respectively. On
this basis, it is robust to apply the lower cut-off levels as thresholds of significant
impact magnitude at NSRs (see paragraphs 9.6.4 to 9.6.28 below for assessment
methodology). It is not necessary to determine specific baseline sound levels by
survey.

9.5.14

The nearest NSRs to the proposed works in the intertidal zone are approximately 1
km away.
Onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation

9.5.15

9.5.16

A plan of the site and surrounding area is provided in Figure 9.2. The site of the
proposed onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation is located to the east of the
village of East Halton. The intervening land between the site and NSRs in East
Halton is predominantly relatively flat, open farmland. The site lies within an area that
comprises large oil refinery infrastructure to the south and north-east, beyond which
are port facilities and associated infrastructure on the Humber Estuary. The site is
adjacent to two Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) power stations.

Table 9.5

The nearest NSRs to the proposed onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation site
are houses at the eastern edge of East Halton. The closest are at the eastern end of
Brick Lane / Dean Street ('Fairfield'). Others are at the eastern ends of Scrub Lane,
Swinster Lane and Kettlebridge Lane. There is a public footpath on the western
boundary of the site and on many of the field boundaries on land to the north of the
site.

Date
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Sound survey results (LT2 Patham Cottage).
Daytime

Evening

Night-time

(07.00 to 19.00 hours)

(19.00 to 23.00 hours)

(23.00 to 07.00 hours)

LA90,12h (dB)

LA90,4h (dB)

LA90,8h (dB)

17/11/2011

41

39

39

18/11/2011

42

38

36

Date

Daytime

Evening

Night-time

(07.00 to 19.00 hours)

(19.00 to 23.00 hours)

(23.00 to 07.00 hours)

LA90,12h (dB)

LA90,4h (dB)

LA90,8h (dB)

19/11/2011

38

33

35

20/11/2011

41

38

35

21/11/2011

42

39

35

22/11/2011

38

32

32

23/11/2011

43

41

39

9.5.21

9.5.22

Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.5 show very different sound levels at Kettlebridge Farm in
2008 (Figure 9.4) compared to 2011 (Figure 9.5). Principally, sound levels appear to
be much lower in 2011 than in 2008. However, the weather measurements at
Humberside International Airport for the periods of these surveys also indicate
different atmospheric conditions during the survey periods. For example, the period of
very low sound level on the night-time of 19 November 2011 is concurrent with a
period of heavy fog. BS 8233 (BSI, 2014d) contains the following guidance about the
influence of atmospheric conditions on sound propagation: “Whether noise levels are
measured or predicted, wind gradients, temperature gradients and turbulence affect
the level of received sound and audibility over short periods. […/…] The effects are
asymmetrical and, for distances of 500 m to 1000 m, typically range from increasing
the level by typically 2 dB downwind, to reducing it by typically 10 dB upwind.”

9.5.23

Higher sound levels could be attributed to an easterly wind (Kettlebridge Farm is
downwind of the power station and oil terminal) during the survey period in 2008
compared with south and south-westerly winds (Kettlebridge Farm upwind and
crosswind of power stations, oil terminal and oil refineries) during the survey period in
2011. However, sound propagation can also be significantly affected by other
atmospheric conditions, including temperature gradients, the occurrence of which is
difficult to determine from meteorological data.

9.5.24

On the basis of the above, it is noted that baseline sound levels at the NSRs
considered in this assessment can be significantly affected by atmospheric
conditions. However, such effects are very complex. BS 4142 (BSI, 2014a) requires
determination of a 'representative' background sound level. Therefore, it is necessary
to consider what constitutes 'representative' atmospheric conditions.

9.5.25

Annex 6.9.2 provides a wind rose of five years of wind data from Humberside
International Airport. This indicates that the prevailing wind direction in the area is
approximately south-westerly. On the basis of wind direction, it could be concluded
that the baseline data obtained in 2011 is more 'representative' than baseline data
obtained in 2008.

9.5.26

The sound immissions from the onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation are likely
to be similar during the daytime, evening and night-time. However, the survey results
indicate that background LA90 sound levels will be higher during the daytime and
evening than during the night-time (which is typical). Therefore, if sound emissions
are controlled such that satisfactory levels of immission are achieved during the
night-time then this will also indicate that satisfactory levels of immissions will be
achieved during the daytime and evening.

9.5.27

The percentage occurrences of the ranges of night-time hourly LA90 values measured
during each survey are provided in to Figure 9.6.

Survey data for LT1 (2011) at Kettlebridge Farm has been processed to provide
similar metrics as above and is presented in Table 9.6 below. Note, however, that the
reported LA90,12h, LA90,4h and LA90,8h levels are calculated from the average of the 5minute measurements rather than the full period values.

Date

Daytime

Evening

Night-time

(07.00 to 19.00 hours)

(19.00 to 23.00 hours)

(23.00 to 07.00 hours)

LA90,12h (dB)

LA90,4h (dB)

LA90,8h (dB)

17/11/2011

41

39

39

18/11/2011

42

39

38

19/11/2011

41

34

36

20/11/2011

43

41

38

21/11/2011

43

39

36

22/11/2011

39

30

33

23/11/2011

42

40

38
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9.5.28

The most commonly occurring 8-hour night-time LA90 value measured at Patham
Cottage was 35 dB. The histogram of hourly night-time LA90 values measured at
Patham Cottage shows a sharp increase in the number of occurrences of 35 dB. This
sharp increase is also seen in the histogram of hourly values measured at
Kettlebridge Farm in 2011.

9.5.29

On the basis of the available data, it is considered robust to adopt values of
35 - 40 dB LA90 as 'representative' of the background sound level, in accordance with
BS 4142 (BSI, 2014a). The baseline data indicate that evening and night-time
background levels may be expected to occasionally fall below 35 dB L A90 but it is not
uncommon for levels to be above 40 dB LA90. Daytime background levels are likely to
be above 40 dB LA90 and are unlikely to fall below 35 dB LA90.

9.5.30

Based on the 2011 survey data from Kettlebridge Farm and Patham Cottage, it is
likely that baseline levels at the majority of NSRs and Public Rights of Way (PRoWs)
will be between 45 dB LAeq and 55 dB LAeq, during the daytime, between 40 dB LAeq
and 45 dB LAeq during the evening and between 35 dB L Aeq and 40 dB LAeq during the
night.

9.5.31

The survey results as LAeq values are provided below in Table 9.7.

Figure 9.4

Baseline sound survey results – LT1 Kettlebridge Farm, 2008

Figure 9.5

Baseline sound survey results – LT1 Kettlebridge Farm, 2011

Figure 9.6

Baseline sound survey results – LT2 Patham Cottage, 2011
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Medium and Long Term Temporal Change
Daytime
Survey

Evening

16-hour Daytime

9.5.36

For the purposes of this assessment, medium term temporal change is defined as up
to two years and long term temporal change is defined as two years or more.

(07.00 to 19.00
hours)

(19.00 to 23.00
hours)

(07.00 to 23.00
hours)

9.5.37

Regular routine maintenance will ensure that the plant will not get any nosier in the
medium or long term.

LAeq,12h (dB)

LAeq,4h (dB)

LAeq,8h (dB)

9.5.38

For the decommissioning phase, it is possible that technological advances will result
in quieter equipment being available for this phase.

LT1: Kettlebridge Farm
(2008)

55

46

56

LT1: Kettlebridge Farm
(2011)

47

35

47

LT2: Patham Cottage
(2011)

46

9.5.39
35

46

Seasonal Temporal Change
9.5.32

9.5.33

Data Limitations and Uncertainty

Ambient and background sound levels are subject to seasonal variations due to a
number of factors (e.g. wind and rain). Baseline sound monitoring was undertaken
during spring (in April) and autumn (in November). As detailed in paragraph 9.5.29 a
‘representative’ background sound level has been adopted, which is considered to be
representative of the background sound level during calm weather conditions (e.g.,
with little or no wind or precipitation, when background sound levels are likely to be
lower), which could potentially occur at any time throughout the year, although this
would be considered to be the worst case, as opposed to turbulent weather
conditions (e.g. high, strong and/or gusty winds, with heavy rain, where background
sound levels are likely to be higher), which can also potentially occur at any time
throughout the year.
It has been assumed that noise emissions from the transformers, filters and reactors
associated with the HVDC converter/HVAC substation are likely to be constant
throughout the year and not significantly affected by seasonal variation, regardless of
load.

9.5.34

It is assumed that noise emissions from the cooling plant associated with the HVDC
converter/HVAC substation may be temperature dependant (i.e. only cut-in above a
certain ambient temperature). The cooling plant may therefore be louder, run for
longer and/or run more frequently during the summer months when the ambient
temperatures are higher. However, this assessment assumes that all cooling plant is
operating continuously throughout the year, regardless of temperature.

9.5.35

Noise from construction and decommissioning activities will not be affected by
seasonal variation, although noise levels will vary as activity varies.

The following data limitations and uncertainty have been identified:
Baseline sound survey data

9.5.40

If the baseline sound surveys were repeated, it is possible that the measured sound
levels would be slightly different; this would be due to seasonal variations and
variations in repeatability/reproducibility. However, this limitation has been managed
by adopting a ‘representative’ background sound level, using professional judgement
and agreed in consultation with the EPO. This is a standard approach that has been
agreed in consultation with the EPO and is considered to be an acceptable and
robust method.
Construction programme

9.5.41

The precise quanta and type of plant and working methods cannot be specified at this
stage of the project. However, this limitation has been managed by undertaking an
assessment based on typical construction activities for this type of infrastructure,
using source terms from BS 5228-1 (BSI, 2014b) and professional judgement. This is
a standard approach and is considered to be an acceptable and robust method.
Sound source data

9.5.42
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The specific design of the plant cannot be fixed at this stage of the project. However,
this limitation has been managed by selecting sound source terms from the RPS
source term library, using professional judgement. This is a standard approach and is
considered to be an acceptable and robust method.

Prediction methods
9.5.43

There are uncertainties in any prediction methodology. International Organisation for
Standardization 9613 (ISO 9613) (ISO, 1996) Part 2 provides a method for predicting
acoustic propagation outdoors. The method is applicable in practice to a great variety
of sound sources and environments. It is applicable, directly or indirectly, to most
situations including industrial sound sources, construction activities and many other
ground-based sound sources. The estimated accuracy for values of L AT (DW) is
stated as +/-3 dB for a mean source/receptor height of up to five metres and source/
propagation separation distance of up to 1 km. This is a standard approach and is
considered to be an acceptable prediction methodology.

9.6.1

The following section outlines the likely effects associated with the project, including a
description of the approach to the assessment of effects.

9.6.2

Noise exposure can cause annoyance and sleep disturbance, both of which may
affect quality of life. There is emerging evidence that long term exposure to some
types of transportation noise (i.e. major roads, railways and airports, as defined in the
END) can additionally cause an increased risk of direct health effects.
Key Parameters for Assessment

9.6.3

The assessment scenarios listed in Table 9.8 below have been selected as those
having the potential to result in the greatest effect on an identified receptor or
receptor group. These scenarios have been selected from the details provided in the
project description (Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description) in order to inform a
‘worst case scenario’. Effects of greater adverse significance than those presented
here are not predicted to arise should any other development scenario based on
details within the project Design Envelope be taken forward in the final design
scheme.
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Table 9.8

Design envelope scenario considered within assessment of potential impacts on noise and vibration.
Potential impact

Direct/ Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

Construction phase
The temporary impact of cable installation during
construction may affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

Direct

The primary method of cable installation is likely to be
an ‘open cut’ method.
These works would typically be undertaken by a
tracked continuous bucket type trenching machine
supported by a 360° tracked excavator.
Source terms for typical plant have been taken from
BS 5228-1 BSI, 2014b).

The noisiest potential method is ‘open cut’.

The temporary impact of cable installation by HDD
(including duct installation under the sea wall) may
affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.

Direct

HDD is one of the proposed TT methods in several
locations along the cable route.
A large HDD rig would include a large diesel powerpack for the drill rig; pumps and auxiliary plant for the
processing of bentonite, slurry and cuttings with
associated power generation plant; and generators for
site lighting and welfare facilities.
Source terms for typical plant have been based on
available sources of information including BS 5228-1
(BSI 2014b).

HDD is the noisiest of the potential methods that are
being considered at these locations.

The temporary impact of constructing the cable route
construction side accesses may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.

Direct

Constructing the cable route construction side
accesses would typically include a 360° tracked
excavator and a dump truck.
Source terms for typical plant have been taken from
BS 5228-1 (BSI, 2014b).

This is the noisiest of the potential methods.

The temporary impact of vehicles on the cable route
construction side accesses may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.

Direct

Based on the traffic data provided in Chapter 8: Traffic
and Transport, the maximum number of HGV
movements on any cable route construction side
access is 26 per hour and the maximum number of
car movements on any cable route construction side
access is 14 per hour, with an assumed speed limit of
10 mph.

This is based on the maximum number of vehicle
movements.

The temporary impact of traffic generation on the local
road network in association with the project during
construction may affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

Direct

Based on the traffic data provided in Chapter 8: Traffic
and Transport, a noise change assessment has been
undertaken to determine the noise change associated
with additional construction vehicles on the local road
network.

The likely maximum adverse scenario as detailed in
Chapter 8: Traffic and Transport.

The temporary impacts of HVDC converter/HVAC
substation construction may affect receptors sensitive
to noise or vibration.

Direct

At this stage of the project, precise quanta and type of
plant and working methods cannot be specified but an
assessment can be undertaken based on typical
construction activities for this type of infrastructure.
The assessment has considered the following
example scenarios to enable a quantitative
assessment to be undertaken:
Site clearance and ground works using 360° tracked

The maximum adverse scenario; this is the noisiest of
the potential methods.
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Potential impact

Direct/ Indirect

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

excavators / bulldozers;
Piling (4-tonne hydraulic hammer inserting tubular
steel piles);
Foundation formation using 24-hour concrete pour;
and
Equipment installation using lorries.
Source terms for typical plant have been taken from
BS 5228-1 (BSI, 2014b).
The temporary impacts of tubular steel piling
(percussive piling) may affect receptors sensitive to
vibration.

Direct

Source terms for tubular steel piling (percussive piling)
have been taken from BS 5228-2 (BSI, 2014c),
assuming a 4-tonne hydraulic impact hammer and W
= 50,000 Joules.

Piling is likely. Tubular steel piling (percussive piling)
is the most unlikely piling method, but is taken here as
the maximum adverse scenario.

The permanent impact of a 1500 MW HVDC onshore
converter operation may affect receptors sensitive to
noise or vibration.

Direct

Detailed assessment undertaken for the operation of
the onshore HVDC converter using generic spectral
shapes for each noise source to enable a spectral
assessment to be undertaken and tonality of noise
immissions to be considered.
Spectral data are provided in Annex 6.9.2.
Transformers are modelled as a tonal ‘hum’; reactors
and converters are modelled with a low-frequency
spectral shape provided by Siemens; and the cooling
plant is modelled as a low-frequency broadband
‘whoosh’.

All the HVDC converter and HVAC substation options
have been assessed.

The permanent impact of an 1800 MW HVDC onshore
converter operation may affect receptors sensitive to
noise or vibration.

Direct

Detailed assessment undertaken for the operation of
the onshore HVDC converter using generic spectral
shapes for each noise source to enable a spectral
assessment to be undertaken and tonality of noise
immissions to be considered.
Spectral data are provided in Annex 6.9.2.
Transformers are modelled as a tonal ‘hum’; reactors
and converters are modelled with a low-frequency
spectral shape provided by Siemens; and the cooling
plant is modelled as a low-frequency broadband
‘whoosh’.

All the HVDC converter and HVAC substation options
have been assessed.

The permanent impact of an 1800 MW HVAC onshore
substation operation may affect receptors sensitive to
noise or vibration.

Direct

Detailed assessment undertaken for the operation of
the onshore HVAC substation using generic spectral
shapes for each noise source to enable a spectral
assessment to be undertaken and tonality of noise
immissions to be considered.
Spectral data are provided in Annex 6.9.2.
Transformers, reactors and harmonic filters are
modelled as a tonal ‘hum’ and the cooling plant is
modelled as a low-frequency broadband ‘whoosh’.

All the HVDC converter and HVAC substation options
have been assessed.

The permanent impact of a combined 900 MW HVDC

Direct

It is considered that the operation of a hybrid HVDC

All the HVDC converter and HVAC substation options

Operation phase
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Potential impact

Direct/ Indirect

converter and 900 MW HVAC substation operation
may affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.

Maximum adverse scenario

Justification

and HVAC system would emit noise of a magnitude
comparable with the average emissions of the two
separate HVAC/HVDC schemes.

have been assessed.

Decommissioning phase
The temporary impacts of cable decommissioning may
affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.

Direct

Cables will be left in place in the ground. The ends
would be cut, sealed and securely buried.

The most likely maximum adverse scenario.

The temporary impact of onshore HVDC converter/
HVAC substation decommissioning may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.

Direct

If complete decommissioning is required, the onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substation will be removed
and the site re-instated to original condition or for
alternative use.
Decommissioning has been assessed on the basis
that the concrete foundations would be broken up
using hydraulic peckers.
Source terms for typical plant have been taken from
BS 5228-1 (BSI, 2014b).

Maximum adverse scenario; this is the noisiest of the
potential methods.
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Assessment Criteria and Impact Assessment Methodology

For public open space, the impact might be deemed to cause significant effects if the
total noise exceeds the ambient noise (LAeq, T) by 5 dB or more for a period of one
month or more. However, the extent of the area impacted relative to the total
available area also needs to be taken into account in determining whether the impact
causes a significant effect.”

Determining the magnitude of impacts
9.6.4

9.6.5

9.6.6

Definition of the impact magnitude of noise immissions at NSRs has been based
upon the following scale:


High or Very High;



Medium;



Low; and



Negligible.

There is no nationally adopted guidance to relate the numerical relative impact
magnitude of noise from construction or industrial sites to the impact magnitude scale
described above. There is evidence (Fritschi, L. et al., 2011) that human response in
terms of annoyance and sleep disturbance to noise from transportation sources is not
linearly related to noise dose. Notwithstanding this, the noise assessment has
adopted 5 dB steps in noise level to correspond to the divisions of the semantic scale
based upon the following comment in Guidelines for Community Noise (Berglund et
al., 2000): “The concept of an environmental noise impact analysis is central to the
philosophy of managing environmental noise. Such an analysis should be required
before implementing any project that would significantly increase the level of
environmental noise in a community (typically, greater than a 5 dB increase).”

9.6.7

9.6.8

The thresholds used for determining magnitude of a noise impact from a construction
site have been adopted from Example Method 2 contained within Annex E of BS
5228-1 (BSI, 2014b). This suggests that: “Noise levels generated by site activities are
deemed to be potentially significant if the total noise (pre-construction ambient plus
site noise) exceeds the pre-construction ambient noise by 5 dB or more, subject to
lower cut-off values of 65 dB, 55 dB and 45 dB LAeq,T, from site noise alone, for the
daytime, evening and night-time periods, respectively; and a duration of one month or
more, unless works of a shorter duration are likely to result in significant effect."

9.6.9

With regards to vibration, the nearest vibration sensitive receptors include residential
receptors (e.g. Fairfield House) and industrial buildings (e.g. the existing Power
Station), with vibration sensitive equipment (e.g. pipelines, gas turbines and other
associated infrastructure).

9.6.10

BS 5228-2 (BSI, 2014c) provides guidance relevant to vibration from construction and
demolition. The normal index for predicting and measuring vibration levels from
construction is Peak Particle Velocity (PPV). Based on the levels provided in
BS 5228-2 Table B.1, a conservative criterion of 1 mm/s has been taken as the onset
of a significant impact for vibration on people due to construction activities. This
criterion marks where "It is likely that vibration of this level in residential environments
will cause complaint, but can be tolerated if prior warning and explanation has been
given to residents”. The criterion relates to human response, with the level
corresponding to the onset of cosmetic building damage being an order of magnitude
greater. This criterion refers to existing residential NSRs.

9.6.11

BS 5228-2 recommends that, for residential buildings affected by transient vibration,
a threshold for cosmetic (i.e. non-structural) damage should be taken as a PPV of
15 mm/s at 4 Hz, increasing to 20 mm/s at 15 Hz; increasing to 50 mm/s at 40 Hz
and above. Below these vibration magnitudes cosmetic damage is unlikely. This
criterion refers to existing residential NSRs.

9.6.12

BS 5228-2 also recommends that, for industrial buildings, a threshold for cosmetic
(i.e. non-structural) damage should be taken as a PPV of 50 mm/s for transient
vibration at frequencies of 4 Hz and above. This criterion refers to existing industrial
NSRs located to the east and south of the Project Two HVDC converter/HVAC
substation.

These evaluative criteria are generally applicable to the following resources:


Residential buildings;



Hotels and hostels;



Buildings in religious use;



Buildings in educational use; and

The available baseline data indicate that the lower cut-offs (e.g. 65 dB daytime, 55 dB
evening and 45 dB night-time) would apply at the majority of NSRs (see Table 9.5
and Table 9.6 above). Consequently, these have been adopted as the thresholds for
construction noise impact magnitude at NSRs for this assessment.
Construction vibration

In addition, based on RPS professional judgement, it is considered that, for the
construction phase, operational phase and decommissioning phase, short-term is
defined as less than one month, medium term is defined as one month to two years
and long term is defined as greater than two years.
Construction noise

Buildings in health and/or community use.
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9.6.13

National Grid SSW22 (National Grid, 2007) sets out the safety precautions and other
conditions affecting the design, construction and maintenance of services, structures
and other works in the vicinity of National Grid pipelines and associated installations,
which may be interpreted as above or below ground pumps, valves and control
systems for high-pressure gas pipeline systems. On this basis, the guidance
contained within SSW22 is considered to be applicable to the infrastructure within the
oil and gas terminal facilities located to the east and south of the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation site. SSW22 provides vibration limits and states that
when activities are undertaken near to a National Grid high-pressure gas pipeline the
PPV 'at the pipeline' shall be limited to 75 mm/s. The criterion contained within
SSW22 has been adopted as the threshold of high magnitude impact of groundborne vibration to existing oil and gas pipelines and infrastructure. This criterion
refers to existing industrial NSRs located to the east and south of the Project Two
onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation.

9.6.14

There is no published national guidance on acceptable levels of external vibration at
power stations. BS 5228-2 (BSI, 2014c) reports that “one major manufacturer quotes
permitted levels for intermittent vibrations varying between 50 mm/s at 8 Hz and 10
mm/s at 40 Hz, a frequency range which covers much of that associated with piling in
soils”, referring to piling vibration effects on electronic installations.

9.6.15

The gas turbines are likely to be the most vibration-sensitive equipment within the
existing power stations. For this reason, gas turbines are mounted on vibration
isolation systems to protect them from vibration generated within the rest of the
power station and external vibration. RPS has experience of power station gas
turbines that are continuously monitored for vibration and automatically shut down
when levels exceed 3.5 mm/s. However, the gas turbine vibration isolation system
and likely foundations for a power station will significantly reduce transmission of
external vibration to the gas turbine. On the basis of professional judgement, it is
considered that vibration levels at the gas turbine may be at least a tenth of free field
external levels. On this basis, 35 mm/s has been adopted as the threshold of high
magnitude impact of ground-borne vibration to existing power station infrastructure.
This criterion refers to existing industrial NSRs located to the east and south of the
proposed location of the Project Two onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation.

Construction traffic
9.6.16

The DMRB provides semantic scales (Volume 11, Section 3, Part 7, HD 213/11
Revision 1, Chapter 3, paragraph 3.37) for impact magnitude related to change in
road traffic noise that have been adopted to assess noise impacts from construction
traffic. The DMRB scales consider impacts in the short term (described as 'when the
project is opened') and in the long term. Road noise assessments typically consider
15 years after the opening of a project for the assessment of long term effects. The
construction phase would be significantly less than 15 years duration so only the
semantic scale for short term impacts has been used in this assessment. The
temporal cut-off (duration of at least one month) adopted for the assessment of
impact magnitude of noise from construction sites has been applied to the
assessment of noise from construction traffic.
Operational noise

9.6.17

The threshold for significant operational noise effects at NSRs has been adopted
from BS 4142:2014 (BSI, 2014a). The standard instructs the assessment of impacts
by: “Obtain an initial estimate of the impact of the specific sound by subtracting the
measured background sound level from the rating level, and consider the following.
a) Typically, the greater this difference, the greater the magnitude of the impact. b) A
difference of around +10 dB or more is likely to be an indication of a significant
adverse impact, depending on the context. c) A difference of around +5 dB is likely to
be an indication of an adverse impact, depending on the context.”
From this, a difference of around +5 dB has been taken to mark the lowest observed
adverse effect level (LOAEL). Therefore, the threshold of low impact magnitude for
operational noise has been taken as a rating level +5 dB above the background
sound level. This is consistent with the thresholds used in Project One, from BS
4142:1997 (BSI, 1997), which suggests as follows: “Assess the likelihood of
complaints by subtracting the measured background noise level from the rating level.
The greater this difference the greater the likelihood of complaints. A difference of
around +10 dB or more indicates that complaints are likely. A difference of around +5
dB is of marginal significance.” Use of the term ‘around’ should be noted which
indicates that these are not precise, fixed levels (i.e. ‘around +5 dB’ can be taken as
a range of from 3 to 7 dB). In this context, “of marginal significance” is taken as
meaning 'at the margin (i.e. threshold) of significance'.
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9.6.18

There are no definitions of impact magnitude for permanent noise impacts on public
open space or PRoWs contained within nationally adopted guidance. Berglund et al.
(2000) considered guideline values of noise dose in terms of various critical health
effects in specific environments on the basis of evidence available. Table 4.1 of
Berglund et al. provides a summary table of such guideline values and refers to
“disruption of tranquillity” outdoors in parkland and conservation areas and suggests
that “existing quiet outdoor areas should be preserved and the ratio of intruding noise
to natural background sound should be kept low.” It is not considered appropriate or
robust to apply an arbitrary scale of magnitude impact to enable an evaluation of
effect significance for public open spaces in the absence of nationally adopted
guidance.

Table 9.10

Noise change1, LAeq,1h2 (dB) 3

9.6.20

Plant and activities associated with the decommissioning of the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation would be similar to those associated with the construction
phase. Therefore, the methodology and criteria used for the assessment of noise
effects during the decommissioning of the onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation
and cable route (if removed) are the same as those for the construction phase.

<5

Negligible

5-9

Low

10 - 14

Medium

15+

High

Rounded to integer values
During the period of the day corresponding to the most likely use of the open space
3
NSRs affected for one month or longer
2

Table 9.11

Semantic scale for magnitudes of noise impacts from temporary
construction/decommissioning traffic.

Noise change due to construction traffic
LA10,18 h (06:00 to 00:00 hours)1 (dB)

A summary of the semantic scales for magnitude of noise impacts used within this
assessment is provided below in Table 9.9 to Table 9.12.

Table 9.9

Impact magnitude

1

Decommissioning noise and decommissioning traffic
9.6.19

Semantic scale for magnitudes for temporary (construction/
decommissioning) noise impacts to public open spaces and PRoW.

Semantic scale for magnitudes of noise impacts from construction/
decommissioning.

Impact magnitude

<1

Negligible

1 - 2.9

Low2

3 - 4.9

Medium3

5+

High4

1

Construction noise
immission level1

Daytime, LAeq,12h
(dB)

Evening, LAeq,4h
(dB)

NSRs affected for one month or longer
DMRB refers to this impact magnitude as 'Minor'
3
DMRB refers to this impact magnitude as 'Moderate'
4
DMRB refers to this impact magnitude as 'Major'
2

Night-time LAeq,8h (dB)

<45

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

45 – 49

Negligible

Negligible

Low

50 – 54

Negligible

Negligible

Medium

55 – 59

Negligible

Low

High

60 – 64

Negligible

Medium

High

65 – 69

Low

High

High

70 – 74

Medium

High

High

75+

High

High

High

Table 9.12

Semantic scale for magnitudes of noise impacts from operational onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substation.

Rating minus background sound level1

1

NSRs (as specified in BS 5228-1 paragraph E.3.3, BSI, 20014b) affected for one month or
longer

Impact magnitude

<5

Negligible

5–9

Low

10 – 14

Medium

15+

High

1

As defined in BS 4142 (BSI, 2014a), rating and background sound levels rounded to
integer values
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Determining the sensitivity of the receptor
Description
9.6.21

The sensitivity of a receptor considers the susceptibility of people or operations to
being disturbed or distracted by noise. This is based primarily on the use of the
receptor. There is no nationally adopted guidance on how the sensitivity of an NSR
should be determined. The semantic scale adopted for this project is provided in
Table 9.13.

9.6.22

The number of NSRs is determined from an estimation of the number of potentially
affected persons (i.e. sensitivity of an area including a hospital is based on the
estimation of the number of patients not the number of hospitals; similarly, the
sensitivity of a residential receptor is based on the number of occupants not the
number of dwellings, where a factor of 2.4 people per dwelling (ONS 2012) has been
applied).

9.6.23

For residential receptors, the number of NSRs up to 10 may be defined as several
individual dwellings; 10 to 100 may be defined as one or two residential streets; 101
to 1,000 may be defined as a small village; and more than 1,000 may be defined as a
town, city or an entire district. Specific local circumstances may not always match the
system described in the table below and professional judgement must also determine
which level of sensitivity is appropriate. The duration of the impact must also be taken
into account when determining the sensitivity, especially during the construction
phase where NSRs are affected for one month or longer for a significant impact to
occur.

Table 9.13

Receptors where
people or
operations are
exceptionally
sensitive to noise
and vibration.

Receptors where
people or
operations are
particularly
susceptible to
noise and
vibration.

Examples of
NSR

<10 NSRs

Subject to
particular
circumstance:
Theatres,
Auditoria,
Studios,
Schools during
the daytime.
Hospitals,
residential care
homes.

Medium

Residential,
including private
gardens where
appropriate.
Quiet outdoor
areas used for
stationary

Low

10 -100
NSRs
High

Medium

101 -1,000
NSRs
Very High

High

<10 NSRs

10 -100
NSRs

101 -1,000
NSRs

> 1,000
NSRs

recreation.
Conference
facilities.
Places of
worship.

Semantic scale for sensitivity of NSRs.

Description

Examples of
NSR

Receptors
moderately
sensitive to noise
and vibration,
where it may
cause some
distraction or
disturbance.

Offices.
Quiet outdoor
areas used for
transitory
recreation.
Sports grounds
when spectator
noise is not a
normal part of
the event and
where quiet
conditions are
necessary (e.g.
tennis, golf,
bowls).

Negligible

Low

Medium

High

Receptors with a
slight sensitivity
to disturbance
from noise and
vibration.

Bars, cafés and
restaurants that
may be
sensitive to
external noise
with existing low
internal noise
levels.
Sports grounds
when spectator
noise is a
normal part of
the event.

Negligible

Negligible

Low

Medium

Receptors not
sensitive to
disturbance from
noise and
vibration.

Buildings not
occupied during
working hours.
Factories and
working
environments
with existing
high noise
levels.
Night Clubs.

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

> 1,000
NSRs
Very High

Very High
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Evaluation of the significance of effects
9.6.24

Probability

‘’Effect’’ is the term used to express the consequence of an impact (expressed as the
'Significance of effect'), which is determined by correlating the magnitude of the
impact to the sensitivity of the receptor or resource. The significance of an effect is
defined within this assessment as follows:


Negligible: An effect that is found not to be significant in the context of the
stakeholder / regulator objectives or legislative requirements;



Minor significance: An effect considered sufficiently small (with or without
mitigation) to be well within accepted standards. No action is required if it can
be controlled by adopting normal good working practices;





Moderate significance: An effect within accepted limits and standards.
Moderate impacts may cover a broad range, although the emphasis is on
demonstrating that the effect has been reduced to a level that is as low as
reasonably practical, such effects should be recognised and addressed in
consultation with particular stakeholders; and

There is no nationally adopted guidance on how the significance of noise effects
should be determined.

9.6.26

Table 9.14 below has been used as a guide for this assessment.

Sensitivity
of receptor

The EIA Regulations require the identification of the ”likely significant effects of the
development on the environment” (Schedule 4 Part 1 Paragraph 20). BS 4142 (BSI,
2014a) requires that the determination of specific noise emissions from a
development to be the value of the equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure
level produced by the specific sound source at the assessment location, LAeq,Tr.
Abnormal operation of the development, commissioning operations and emergency
procedures are short term, temporary, atypical and unrepresentative events.
Therefore, the noise effects considered in this chapter are representative of the
effects that are likely to occur for the majority of the time.
Assessment of Significance
Designed-in mitigation measures adopted as part of the project

9.6.28

Major significance: An effect where a limit or standard may be exceeded.

9.6.25

Table 9.14

9.6.27

As part of the project design process, a number of designed-in mitigation measures
have been proposed to reduce the potential for impacts on noise and vibration (Table
9.15). These measures are considered standard industry practice for this type of
development. For further details, please refer to Volume 1, Chapter 5: Environmental
Impact Assessment Methodology.

Table 9.15

Matrix used for determining significance of effect from magnitude of
impact and receptor sensitivity.
Magnitude of impact
No
Change

Negligible

Low

Medium

High

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible or
minor

Negligible or
minor

Minor

Low

Negligible

Negligible or
minor

Negligible or
minor

Minor

Minor or
moderate

Medium

Negligible

Negligible or
minor

Minor

Moderate

Moderate or
major

High

Negligible

Minor

Minor or
moderate

Moderate or
major

Major

Very high

Negligible

Minor

Moderate or
major

Major

Major

Designed-in mitigation measures adopted as part of the project with
respect to noise and vibration.

Measures adopted as part of the project

Justification

Best Practicable Means (BPM) e.g. the use
of quieter alternative methods, plant and/or
equipment, where reasonably practicable;
the use of site hoardings, enclosures,
acoustic barriers, portable screens and/or
screening nosier items of plant, where
reasonably practicable; and maintaining and
operating all vehicles, plant and equipment in
an appropriate manner, to ensure that
extraneous sound from mechanical vibration,
creaking and squeaking is kept to a
minimum.

To minimise noise and vibration, where
reasonably practicable.

A Written Scheme for Noise Management
and Monitoring Measures will be agreed with
the relevant local authorities prior to the start
of construction.

To ensure compliance with local authority
requirements.
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Construction phase
9.6.29

The effects of the construction of Project Two have been assessed on noise and
vibration in the onshore study area. The potential environmental impacts arising from
the construction of Project Two are listed in Table 9.8 along with the Design Envelope
parameters against which each construction phase impact has been assessed.

9.6.30

A description of the significance of effects upon NSRs caused by each identified
impact is given below.

9.6.36

Taking into account the guidance provided in Table 9.13 above, and the limited
number of receptors likely to be affected at any one time, the sensitivity of receptors
along most of the cable route is considered to be low. The exception to this would be
receptors near the sections of cable route close to North Coates Airfield, Waltham,
North Killingholme and South Killingholme, which are classified as high.

9.6.37

The sensitivity of the receptor is, therefore, considered to be low to high and the
sensitivity of the PRoWs is considered to be negligible to low.
Significance of effect

The temporary impact of cable installation during construction may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.31

9.6.32

The primary method of cable installation along the onshore cable route is likely to be
an 'open cut' method. These works would typically be undertaken by a tracked
continuous bucket type trenching machine supported by a 360° tracked excavator,
where necessary.

9.6.38

The temporary impact of cable installation (including duct installation under the sea
wall) may affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.

The cable installation in the intertidal area may be undertaken using a ploughed
method. The most significant sound source associated with this method is from the
diesel engine of the vehicle towing the plough. Therefore, in effect, noise emissions
from the ploughed method would be very similar to the open cut method.

9.6.39

Trenchless technology methods are proposed in several locations along the route
(e.g. approximately 20 locations), as shown in Figure 9.2, to cross roads, railways,
rivers and the sea wall. Details of the anticipated trenchless technology crossing
works are provided in Volume 1, Chapter 3: Project Description.

Magnitude of impact

9.6.40

Noise emissions from trenchless technology crossing works depend upon the type,
size, power and quantum of plant and equipment used and the nature of the task
being undertaken. Thrust-bore techniques require excavation of a pit using 360°
tracked excavator(s), which is likely to be the greatest noise emission associated with
this technique because noise during thrust-boring would be attenuated by the pit.
Small HDD rigs may be the size (and noise emission) of a typical 360° tracked
excavator and, hence, no more significant (in terms of noise) than the open cut
trenching works. Large HDD rigs would include a large diesel power-pack for the drill
rig; pumps and auxiliary plant for the processing of bentonite, slurry and cuttings with
associated power generation plant; and generators for site lighting and welfare
facilities. On this basis, the worst-case noise emission (i.e. greatest noise emission)
would occur for a large HDD rig. The assessment of noise effects from cable
installation using trenchless technology at crossing points has been undertaken on
the basis of the noise emissions from a large HDD rig.

9.6.41

It is anticipated that each duct would take three to four days to drill and install. Each
crossing has up to four ducts. It is necessary to undertake drilling operations
continuously. Therefore, there would be a total of approximately 15 to 20 days at
each HDD site when 24-hour working would be necessary. However, other
operations, such as site preparation and demobilisation, would be undertaken during
daylight working hours. It is estimated that each HDD worksite would be present for
several weeks.

9.6.33

It is relevant to note that the noise emissions from a trenching machine or a 360°
tracked excavator are very similar to those from agricultural machinery that may be
commonly in use in these areas, such as large tractors and combine harvesters. On
this basis, the character of the sound from the open cut cable installation works is
likely to be present within the baseline soundscape of the area.

9.6.34

The assessment indicates that the predicted construction noise level from the cable
installation works are likely to be 59 dB LAeq at 50 m, 52 dB LAeq at 100 m, 44 dB LAeq
at 200 m and 40 dB LAeq at 300 m. Consequently the magnitude of impact would be
low up to approximately 30 m from the cable installation and negligible from
approximately 30 m onwards. There is one residential dwelling within approximately
30 m of the cable route alignment (Brookland Farm near Tetney), which is equivalent
to approximately three NSRs. The impact at the nearest NSRs is predicted to be
local, short term duration, intermittent and temporary. It is predicted that the impact
will affect the receptor directly.
Sensitivity of receptor

9.6.35

The effect on NSRs will, therefore, be of negligible to minor significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible to minor
significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.

The cable route is generally located within rural areas with the potential to affect only
a few individual residential receptors at a time. Sections of the cable route are close
to (i.e. within 300 m) the edges of the towns/villages of North Coates Airfield,
Waltham, North Killingholme and South Killingholme and individual dwellings as this
is a rural area for much of the cable route.
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9.6.42

9.6.43

9.6.44

9.6.45

Magnitude of impact

9.6.46

A prediction of the noise immissions at the nearest NSRs has been undertaken on
the basis of a large HDD rig for informative purposes. The most significant sound
source is the power generation plant for the drill rig. Measurements undertaken by
RPS of a large HDD in operation indicate that the noise emissions from all other
items of plant are at least 10 dB below that of the power generation plant for the drill
rig. On this basis, as noise level A is 10 dB less than noise level B, the resultant
cumulative noise level is B (for example, 90 dB + 100 dB = 100 dB), the noise
emission from the whole compound may be estimated on the basis of the emission
from the power generation plant for the drill rig alone.

The majority of HDD sites are at least 300 m from the nearest NSRs (see Volume 4,
Annex 4.3.4: Crossing Schedule (Onshore) and Volume 1, Chapter 3 (Figure 3.34):
Project Description). However, at approximately eleven HDD sites, NSRs are located
within 300 m of the sites; these include crossings at Chase Hill Road, North
Killingholme, Ulceby Road, Haborough Road, Immingham Road, A180, North Beck,
Grimsby Road, Buck Beck, A16 Holton le Clay and Tetney Lock Road. In the event
that HDD activities were to last more than one month at each site and operate 24hours a day, the magnitude of impact is likely to be negligible at the majority of
NSRs and high at the HDD sites identified.

9.6.47

The impact at the nearest NSRs is predicted to be local, short term duration,
continuous and temporary. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor
directly. The results of the assessment indicate that the magnitude of impact from 24hour HDD drilling works is, therefore, considered to be negligible to high.

9.6.48

There are no designated heritage assets within the construction study area (i.e. within
300 m of the cable route as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on
Figure 9.1). At 300 m and beyond, the predicted construction noise level from HDD
works is likely to be 53 dB LAeq or below.

9.6.49

The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.

9.6.50

There are a number of PRoWs within the construction study area (i.e. within 300 m of
the TT sites as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure 9.1)
However, on the basis of the above, no PRoWs are likely to be affected by noise from
HDD works for more than one month as work will progress along the cable route
sections. In addition, users of PRoWs are transitory, where exposure is temporary as
the user passes a particular point or moves through an area. In the event that HDD
activities were to last more than one month at each site and operate 24-hours a day,
the magnitude of impact is likely to be negligible to high.

The noise emission from the HDD compounds has been estimated on the basis of
available information, including the sound spectrum provided in BS 5228-1 (BSI,
2014b). The results of the assessment, without acoustic barriers, are provided in
Table 2 of Annex 6.9.1. In summary, assuming the HDD rig operates continuously
(e.g. 100% on-time), with no acoustic barriers or intervening noise attenuating
topographical features, the predicted construction noise levels are likely to be 72 dB
LAeq,T at 50 m, 65 dB LAeq,T at 100 m, 57 dB LAeq,T at 200 m and 53 LAeq,T dB at 300 m.
Acoustic barriers would be installed on the site boundary where required to further
reduce noise emissions from the compound. The effectiveness of an acoustic barrier
is affected by the extent to which the 'line of sight' between source and receptor is
interrupted. Therefore, the noise attenuation of a barrier is influenced by the relative
heights of the source and receptor and, in some cases, an acoustically effective
barrier may be prohibitively high. BS 5228-1 (BSI, 2014b) suggests that: "… as a
working approximation, if there is a barrier or other topographic feature between the
source and the receiving position, assume an approximate attenuation of 5 dB when
the top of the plant is just visible to the receiver over the noise barrier, and of 10 dB
when the noise screen completely hides the sources from the receiver."
The assessment indicates that, during the daytime, the magnitude of impact is high
up to approximately 40 m from the HDD site, medium between approximately 40 m
and 70 m from the HDD site, low between approximately 70 m and 100 m from the
HDD site and negligible from approximately 100 m outwards. During the evening,
the magnitude of impact is high up to approximately 100 m from the HDD site,
medium between approximately 100 m and 175 m from the HDD site, low between
approximately 175 m and 250 m from the HDD site and negligible from
approximately 250 m outwards. During the night, the magnitude of impact is high up
to approximately 250 m from the HDD site and medium from approximately 250 m
outwards.

Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.51
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The landfall and other HDD compounds are generally located within rural areas with
the potential to affect only a few individual residential receptors at a time. Taking into
account the guidance provided in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of the receptors is
therefore considered to be low to medium and the sensitivity of the PRoWs is
therefore considered to be negligible to low.

Significance of effect
9.6.52

The effect on NSRs will, therefore, be of negligible to moderate significance.
Moderate effects are likely to occur where receptors are located within 300 m of any
HDD worksite; these include crossings at Chase Hill Road, North Killingholme,
Ulceby Road, Haborough Road, Immingham Road, A180, North Beck, Grimsby
Road, Buck Beck and Tetney Lock Road. The installation of acoustic barriers (as
described above in Table 9.15) will further reduce noise emissions from the HDD
compounds but the level of attenuation will depend on the individual circumstances at
each location (e.g. topography, length of barrier, height of barrier, location and height
of the sound sources, location and height of the receiver, etc). Whilst these effects
are within accepted limits (see paragraph 9.6.24), the emphasis is on ensuring that
best practicable means have been applied such that the effect has been reduced to a
level that is as low as reasonably practical, and such effects should be recognised
and addressed in consultation with particular stakeholders. The effect on PRoWs will
be of negligible to minor significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.

9.6.57

There are no designated heritage assets within the construction study area (i.e. within
300 m of the side accesses as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on
Figure 9.1). At 300 m and beyond the predicted construction noise level from the
cable installation works is likely to be 45 dB LAeq or below.

9.6.58

The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the noise predictions described in this
chapter.

9.6.59

There are a number of PRoWs within the construction study area (i.e. within 300 m of
the access routes as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure 9.1).
However, on the basis of the above, no PRoWs are likely to be affected by noise from
construction of the cable route side accesses for more than one month as work will
progress along the cable route sections. In addition, users of PRoWs are transitory,
where exposure is temporary as the user passes a particular point or moves through
an area. The magnitude of impact on PRoWs is, therefore, considered to be
negligible.
Sensitivity of receptor

The temporary impact of constructing the cable route construction side accesses may
affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.53

9.6.60

The cable route construction side accesses are generally located within rural areas
with the potential to affect only a few individual residential receptors at a time.
Sections of the cable route construction side accesses are close to (i.e. within 300 m)
the edges of the towns/villages of Waltham, North Killingholme and South
Killingholme and individual dwellings as this is a rural area for much of the cable
route. Taking into account the guidance provided in Table 9.13 above, and the limited
number of receptors likely to be affected at any one time, the sensitivity of receptors
along most of the cable route is considered to be low. The exception to this would be
receptors near the sections of cable route close to Waltham, North Killingholme and
South Killingholme, which are classified as medium.

9.6.61

The sensitivity of the NSRs is, therefore, considered to be low to medium and the
sensitivity of the PRoWs is, therefore, considered to be negligible to low.

The construction of the cable route side accesses from the existing road network to
the compounds would typically be undertaken by a 360° tracked excavator and dump
truck.
Magnitude of impact

9.6.54

9.6.55

9.6.56

It is relevant to note that the noise emissions from a 360° tracked excavator are very
similar to those from agricultural machinery that may be in use in these areas, such
as large tractors and combine harvesters. On this basis, the character of the sound
from the construction of the side accesses is likely to be present within the baseline
soundscape of the area.
The assessment provided in Table 3 of Annex 6.9.1 indicates that the predicted
construction noise levels from the construction of the cable route construction side
accesses are likely to be 65 dB LAeq at 50 m, 57 dB LAeq at 100 m, 50 dB LAeq at
200 m and 45 dB LAeq at 300 m. From Table 3, the magnitude of impact is medium up
to approximately 40 m from the access route, low between approximately 40 and
50 m from the access route and negligible from approximately 50 m onwards.
However, no anthropogenic NSRs are likely to be affected by noise from the
construction of the construction side accesses for more than one month as work will
progress along the cable route sections.
The impact at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs is predicted to be local, short term
duration, intermittent and temporary. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude of impact from the construction of the access routes
is, therefore, considered to be negligible.

Significance of effect
9.6.62

The effect on NSRs and PRoWs will, therefore, be of negligible significance, which
is not significant in EIA terms.

The temporary impact of vehicles on the cable route construction side accesses may
affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
Magnitude of impact
9.6.63
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The assessment indicates that the predicted noise levels from vehicles on the cable
route construction side accesses are likely to be 60 dB LAeq at 50 m, 57 dB LAeq at
100 m, 54 dB LAeq at 200 m and 53 dB LAeq at 300 m.

The impact at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs is predicted to be local, short term
duration, intermittent and temporary. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptor directly. The magnitude of impact from traffic generation on the cable route
construction side accesses is therefore considered to be negligible.

The temporary impact of traffic generation on the local road network in association with
the project during construction may affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.

9.6.65

There are no designated heritage assets within the construction study area (i.e. within
300 m of the access routes as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on
Figure 9.1). At 300 m and beyond the predicted construction noise level is likely to be
53 dB LAeq or below.

9.6.71

9.6.66

The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the noise predictions described in this
chapter.

9.6.67

There are a number of PRoWs within the construction study area (i.e. within 300 m of
the construction side accesses as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on
Figure 9.1). In addition, users of PRoWs are transitory, where exposure is temporary
as the user passes a particular point or moves through an area. The magnitude of
impact on PRoWs from traffic generation on the cable route construction side
accesses, taking into account the fact that vehicle movements will be intermittent, is,
therefore, considered to be negligible to low.

9.6.64

Magnitude of impact



For Phase 1 the 24-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 23 of the 29 road links and a noise increase of more
than 1 dB (up to 2.4 dB) is predicted on six road links (links 5, 6, 8, 9, 16 & 18);



For Phase 2 the 24-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 27 of the 29 road links and a noise increase of more
than 1 dB (up to 1.1 dB) is predicted on two road links (links 8 & 27);



For Phase 3 the 24-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 27 of the 29 road links and a noise increase of more
than 1 dB (up to 1.4 dB) is predicted on two road links (links 20 & 21);



For Phase 4 the 24-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 29 of the 29 road links;



For Phase 1 the 18-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 23 of the 29 road links and a noise increase of more
than 1 dB (up to 2.5 dB) is predicted on six road links (links 5, 6, 8, 9, 16 & 18);



For Phase 2 the 18-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 28 of the 29 road links and a noise increase of more
than 1 dB (up to 1.1 dB) is predicted on one road link (link 27);

The sensitivity of the receptor is, therefore, considered to be low to medium and the
sensitivity of the PRoWs is, therefore, considered to be negligible to low.



For Phase 3 the 18-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 29 of the 29 road links; and

Significance of effect



For Phase 4 the 18-hour assessment indicates that a noise increase of less
than 1 dB is predicted for 29 of the 29 road links.

Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.68

9.6.69

9.6.70

Noise change has been predicted based on the two-way 24-hour flows, two-way 18hour flows, percentage of heavy goods vehicles and speed data for 29 existing/
unaltered road links identified by the project’s traffic consultants for four Phases of
construction. Full details of the traffic forecasting methodology and assumptions are
provided in Chapter 8: Traffic and Transport. The assessment only takes into account
data for the road links provided by the project’s traffic consultants. Any other roads,
which are not listed in Annex 6.9.1, do not form part of this assessment. A figure
identifying the road traffic links is provided in Annex 6.9.8:

The cable route construction side accesses are generally located within rural areas
with the potential to affect only a few individual residential receptors at a time.
Sections of the cable route construction side accesses are close to (i.e. within 300 m)
the edges of the towns/villages of Waltham, North Killingholme and South
Killingholme and individual dwellings as this is a rural area for much of the cable
route. Taking into account the guidance provided in Table 9.13 above, and the limited
number of receptors likely to be affected at any one time, the sensitivity of receptors
along most of the cable route is considered to be low. The exception to this would be
receptors near the sections of cable route close to Waltham, North Killingholme and
South Killingholme, which are classified as medium.

The effect on NSRs and PRoWs will, therefore, be of negligible significance, which is
not significant in EIA terms.

9.6.72
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The impact at the anthropogenic NSRs on or close to the local road network is
predicted to be local, short term, continuous and temporary. It is predicted that the
impact will affect the receptors directly. The results of the assessment indicate that
significance criteria are not exceeded at the majority of NSRs but are exceeded
where NSRs are located on or close to Link 5, 6, 8, 9, 16, 18, 26 or 27, and
dependant on the phase of construction; the magnitude of impact from traffic
generation on the local road network is, therefore, considered to be negligible to
low.

9.6.73

The effect on designated heritage assets will be no different than those already
experienced from existing traffic movements on the local road network.

9.6.74

The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the noise predictions described in this
chapter.

9.6.75

The effect on PRoWs will be no different than those already experienced from
existing traffic movements on the local road network.

9.6.81

Magnitude of impact
9.6.82

The assessment indicates that the predicted construction noise levels from the
construction of the HVDC converter/HVAC substation are likely to range between
35 dB LAeq and 46 dB LAeq at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during site clearance
and ground works, 40 dB LAeq and 52 dB LAeq at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs
during piling, 27 dB LAeq and 39 dB LAeq at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during
the concrete pour, 34 dB LAeq and 43 dB LAeq at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs
during equipment installation and 47 dB LAeq and 58 dB LAeq at the nearest
anthropogenic NSRs during breaking concrete foundations.

9.6.83

It is unlikely that all of the situations modelled would occur for more than one month,
for example, the foundation concrete pours. Nevertheless, the results of the
assessments indicate that the magnitude of impact from the construction of the
onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation site would be negligible.

9.6.84

The impact at the nearest NSRs is predicted to be local, of short term duration,
continuous and temporary. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptor
directly. The magnitude of impact is therefore considered to be negligible.

9.6.85

There are no designated heritage assets within the construction study area (i.e. within
300 m of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on
Figure 9.1).

9.6.86

The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.

9.6.87

There are a number of PRoWs within the construction study area (i.e. within 300 m)
of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.1). The magnitude of impact on PRoWs from construction of the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation is, therefore, considered to be negligible to medium.
However, users of PRoWs are transitory, where exposure is temporary as the user
passes a particular point or moves through an area.

Sensitivity of receptor

9.6.76

The number of NSRs on each road link varies; however, traffic generation on the
local road network has the potential to affect only a few individual residential
receptors at a time. Link 18: B1201 west of A1031 is generally located within a rural
area, with only a few individual residential dwellings but part of the link also runs
through North Thoresby, a built up area with a significant number of NSRs.

9.6.77

Taking into account the guidance provided in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of
receptors along most of the local road network is considered to be negligible. The
exception to this would be receptors in North Thoresby (on or close to Link 18: B1201
west of A1031), which are classified as medium, due to the number of receptors that
may potentially be affected.

9.6.78

The sensitivity of the receptor is, therefore, considered to be negligible to medium.
Significance of effect

9.6.79

The effect on NSRs will, therefore, be of negligible to minor significance, which is
not significant in EIA terms.

The temporary impacts of HVDC converter/HVAC substation construction may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.80

The assessment of the noise effects during the construction of the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation has considered the activities likely to give rise to the
greatest noise immissions and the period of equipment installation for comparison. At
this stage of the project, precise quanta and type of plant and working methods
cannot be specified but an assessment can be undertaken based on typical
construction activities for this type of infrastructure. The assessment has considered
the following example scenarios to enable a quantitative assessment to be
undertaken:


Site clearance and ground works using 360° tracked excavators/dozers;



Piling (4-tonne hydraulic hammer inserting tubular steel piles);



Foundation formation using 24-hour concrete pour; and



Equipment installation using lorries.

Construction noise levels have been predicted using SoundPLAN noise modelling
software implementing BS 5228-1 based on an assumed plant list and source terms
contained within BS 5228-1 (BSI, 2014b). The model input data and results of the
assessments are provided in Annex 6.9.1.

Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.88
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There are no anthropogenic NSRs (see Figure 9.2) affected by the construction of the
onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation. Taking into account the guidance
provided in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of the NSRs is, therefore, considered to
be negligible and the sensitivity of the PRoWs is, therefore, considered to be
negligible to low.

Significance of effect
9.6.89

The effect on NSRs will, therefore, be of negligible significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible to minor
significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.

NSRs is, therefore, considered to be negligible.
9.6.97

The temporary impacts of tubular steel piling (percussive piling) may affect receptors
sensitive to vibration.
Magnitude of impact

9.6.90

9.6.91

9.6.92

When assessing the effect of vibration from tubular sheet piling (percussive piling) on
industrial buildings, the assessment indicates that the predicted PPV at the existing
power stations is 1.7 mm/s, which is below the threshold of significance. The
magnitude of impact is therefore considered to be negligible.

9.6.93

When assessing the effect of vibration from tubular sheet piling (percussive piling) on
infrastructure within the power stations, the assessment indicates that the predicted
PPV at the existing power stations is 1.7 mm/s, which is below the threshold of
significance. The magnitude of impact is therefore considered to be negligible.

9.6.94

9.6.95

The impact at the nearest NSR and the existing power stations are predicted to be
local, of short term duration, intermittent and temporary. It is predicted that the impact
will affect the receptor directly. The magnitude of impact is therefore considered to be
negligible.
When assessing the effect of vibration from tubular sheet piling (percussive piling) on
the gas turbines within the power stations, the assessment indicates that the
predicted PPV at the existing power stations is 1.7 mm/s, which is below the
threshold of significance. The magnitude of impact is therefore considered to be
negligible.
Sensitivity of receptor

9.6.96

Significance of effect
9.6.98

When assessing the effect of vibration from tubular sheet piling (percussive piling) on
humans in a building, the assessment indicates that the predicted PPV at Fairfield
House (the nearest NSR) is 0.3 mm/s, which is below the threshold of significance.
The magnitude of impact is therefore considered to be negligible.
When assessing the effect of vibration from tubular sheet piling (percussive piling) on
residential buildings, the assessment indicates that the predicted PPV at Fairfield
House (the nearest NSR) is 0.3 mm/s, which is below the threshold of significance.
The magnitude of impact is therefore considered to be negligible.

The nearest NSR to the HVDC converter/HVAC substation is Fairfield House, which
is located approximately 500 m away and outside the construction study area (see
Figure 9.2). Taking into account the guidance provided in Table 9.12 above and the
fact that there are no dwellings located within the study area, the sensitivity of the

The existing power stations to the east and south of the HVDC converter/HVAC
substation, including buildings, pipelines and gas turbines, are considered to be
moderately sensitive to vibration. Taking into account the guidance provided in Table
9.12 above, the sensitivity of the industrial facilities are, therefore, considered to be
negligible.

The effect on NSRs will, therefore, be of negligible significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible significance,
which is not significant in EIA terms. The effect on the industrial facilities will be of
negligible significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.
Future monitoring

9.6.99

No future monitoring is proposed.
Operation phase

9.6.100 The effects of the operation and maintenance of Project Two have been assessed
with regards to noise and vibration in the onshore study area. The potential
environmental impacts arising from the operation and maintenance of Project Two
are listed in Table 9.8 above along with the Design Envelope parameters against
which each operation and maintenance phase impact has been assessed.
9.6.101 A description of the significance of effect upon NSRs caused by each identified
impact is given below.
9.6.102 During operation, there would be no noise emissions associated with the cable route
or landfall.
The permanent impact of a 1500 MW HVDC onshore converter operation may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.103 Noise immissions from the operational 1500 MW onshore HVDC converter have
been predicted using SoundPLAN noise modelling software implementing ISO 96132 based on source term data provided by Siemens. Data provided by this brand is
representative of this option and has been used to provide a suitable comparison of
options. However, this does not infer that this product/brand would be the finally
selected equipment, which would be subject to competitive procurement after
consent.
9.6.104 Generic spectral shapes have been adopted for each sound source to enable a
spectral assessment to be undertaken and tonality of noise emissions to be
considered. The assessment uses three spectral shapes as set out in Annex 6.9.2.
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9.6.105 The SRI and absorption coefficient of the walls and roof of the converter building
have been obtained from manufacturer's data for a cladding panel. The absorption
coefficient for the blast walls between transformers has been obtained from the
SoundPLAN library.
9.6.106 The noise model input data are provided in Annex 6.9.2. The results of the noise
assessment are provided in Annex 6.9.3.
9.6.107 Annex 6.9.3 includes a chart of predicted third-octave noise immission levels at the
closest NSR, 'Fairfield', from the BS 4142 prediction. This indicates that the noise
immission would be low-frequency (i.e. 50 to 250 Hz) and broadband (i.e. a noise
containing a wide range of frequencies). BS 7445-2 states that: "a prominent tonal
component may be detected in one-third octave spectra if the level of a one-third
octave band exceeds the level of the adjacent bands by 5 dB or more."
9.6.108 On this basis, there is no evidence that the noise immission at NSRs would be tonal
(e.g. no pure tonal components that can be identified as a hum, whistle etc.).
Therefore, it is not appropriate to apply a +5 dB correction to the specific sound level
to obtain the rating level. The results of the sound model indicate that noise
immissions would be dominated by sound from air-handling units and cooling fans
that would mask the tonal noise emissions from the transformers such that the overall
immission is broadband and non-tonal.
Magnitude of impact
9.6.109 Downwind immissions at the nearest NSRs are predicted to be around 4 dB greater
than the annual average daytime immissions. Downwind immissions at the nearest
NSRs are predicted to be around 3 to 4 dB greater than the annual average evening
and night-time immissions.
9.6.110 The assessment indicates that the predicted operational noise levels from the
operational HVDC converter are likely to range between 23 dB LAeq and 30 dB LAeq at
the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the daytime, 21 dB LAeq and 30 dB LAeq at the
nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the evening, and 21 dB LAeq and 29 dB LAeq at
the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the night-time.
9.6.111 The results of the assessment indicate that the rating levels at all anthropogenic
NSRs are likely to be around 7 dB to 17 dB below the background LA90 during the
daytime and between 2 dB to 12 dB below the background LA90 during the evening
and night-time period. These levels are below the threshold of significance adopted
for the project; at least 12 dB below the level at which BS 4142:2014 (BSI, 2014a)
suggests as likely to be an indication of a significant adverse impact, depending on
the context, and at least 2 dB below the criterion suggested by NLC.

9.6.112 The predicted Lnight values are between 21 and 29 dB at all NSRs and the predicted
total sound level (predicted sound level plus ambient sound level) range between 36
and 37 dB at all NSRs. The recommendation of the working group of the WHO
Regional Office for Europe, as published in the NNGL is that: “an Lnight, outside of
40 dB should be the target of the night noise guideline (NNG) to protect the public,
including the most vulnerable groups such as children, the chronically ill and the
elderly.”
9.6.113 The impact at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs is predicted to be local, long term
duration, continuous and permanent. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptors directly. The results of the assessment indicate that the magnitude of
impact of HVDC converter operation is, therefore, considered to be negligible.
9.6.114 There is one Scheduled Monument within the operational study area and a second
Scheduled Monument on the edge of the operational study area (e.g. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.1). The site at Baysgarth Farm is located approximately 750 m to the west of the
site, where sound levels are predicted to be below 35 dB LAeq. The site at Manor
Farm is located approximately 1 km to the north-west of the site, where sound levels
are predicted to be below 35 dB LAeq.
9.6.115 The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.
9.6.116 There are a number of PRoWs within the operational study area (i.e. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.1). The magnitude of impact on PRoWs from the operation of the HVDC converter
is, therefore, considered to be negligible to low. However, users of PRoWs are
transitory, where exposure is temporary as the user passes a particular point or
moves through an area.
Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.117 There are approximately 100 residential dwellings within the operational study area
(i.e. within 1 km of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and
shown on Figure 9.2, which is equivalent to approximately 240 NSRs potentially
affected by the onshore HVDC converter. Taking into account the guidance provided
in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of residential receptors is, therefore, considered to
be high and the sensitivity of the PRoWs is considered to be medium.
Significance of effect
9.6.118 The effect on residential NSRs will, therefore, be of minor significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible to minor
significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.
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The permanent impact of an 1800 MW HVDC onshore converter operation may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.119 Noise emissions from the operational 1800 MW HVDC converter have been
predicted using SoundPLAN noise modelling software implementing ISO 9613-2
based on source term data provided by Siemens. Data provided by this brand is
representative of this option and has been used to provide a suitable comparison of
options. However, this does not infer that this product/brand would be the finally
selected equipment, which would be subject to competitive procurement after
consent.
9.6.120 Generic spectral shapes have been adopted for each sound source to enable a
spectral assessment to be undertaken and tonality of noise emissions to be
considered. The assessment uses three spectral shapes as set out in Annex 6.9.2.
9.6.121 The SRI and absorption coefficient of the walls and roof of the converter building
have been obtained from manufacturers’ data for a cladding panel. The absorption
coefficient for the blast walls between transformers has been obtained from the
SoundPLAN library.
9.6.122 The noise model input data are provided in Annex 6.9.2. The results of the noise
assessment are provided in Annex 6.9.3.
9.6.123 Annex 6.9.3 includes a chart of predicted third-octave noise immission levels at the
closest NSR, 'Fairfield', from the BS 4142 prediction. This indicates that the noise
immission would be low-frequency (i.e. 50 to 250 Hz) and broadband (i.e. a sound
containing a wide range of frequencies). BS 7445-2 states that: "a prominent tonal
component may be detected in one-third octave spectra if the level of a one-third
octave band exceeds the level of the adjacent bands by 5 dB or more."
9.6.124 On this basis, there is no evidence that the noise immission at NSRs would be tonal
(e.g. no pure tonal components that can be identified as a hum, whistle etc.).
Therefore, it is not appropriate to apply a +5 dB correction to the specific sound level
to obtain the rating level. The results of the noise model indicate that noise
immissions would be dominated by sound from air-handling units and cooling fans
that would mask the tonal noise emissions from the transformers such that the overall
immission is broadband and non-tonal.
Magnitude of impact
9.6.125 Downwind immissions at the nearest NSRs are predicted to be around 4 dB greater
than the annual average daytime immissions. Downwind immissions at the nearest
NSRs are predicted to be around 4 dB greater than the annual average evening and
night-time immissions.

9.6.126 The assessment indicates that the predicted operational noise levels from the
operational HVDC converter are likely to range between 23 dB LAeq and 29 dB LAeq at
the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the daytime, 23 dB LAeq and 29 dB LAeq at the
nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the evening, and 23 dB LAeq and 29 dB LAeq at
the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the night-time.
9.6.127 The results of the assessment indicate that the rating levels at all anthropogenic
NSRs are likely to be around 7 dB to 15 dB below the background LA90 during the
daytime and to be around 2 dB to 10 dB below the background LA90 during the
evening and night-time period. These levels are below the threshold of significance
adopted for the project; at least 12 dB below the level at which BS 4142:2014 (BSI,
2014a) suggests as likely to be an indication of a significant adverse impact,
depending on the context, and at least 2 dB below the criterion suggested by NLC.
9.6.128 The predicted Lnight values are between 23 and 29 dB at all NSRs and the predicted
total sound level (predicted sound level plus ambient sound level) range between 36
and 37 dB at all NSRs. The recommendation of the working group of the WHO
Regional Office for Europe, as published in the NNGL is that: “an Lnight, outside of 40 dB
should be the target of the night noise guideline (NNG) to protect the public, including
the most vulnerable groups such as children, the chronically ill and the elderly.”
9.6.129 The impact at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs is predicted to be local, long term
duration, continuous and permanent. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptors directly. The results of the assessment indicate that the magnitude of
impact of HVDC converter operation is, therefore, considered to be negligible.
9.6.130 There is one Scheduled Monument within the operational study area and a second
Scheduled Monument on the edge of the operational study area (e.g. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.2.) The site at Baysgarth Farm is located approximately 750 m to the west of the
site, where sound levels are predicted to be below 35 dB LAeq. The site at Manor
Farm is located approximately 1 km to the north-west of the site, where sound levels
are predicted to be below 35 dB LAeq.
9.6.131 The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.
9.6.132 There are a number of PRoWs within the operational study area (e.g. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.2). The magnitude of impact on PRoWs from the operation of the HVDC converter
is, therefore, considered to be negligible to low. However, users of PRoWs are
transitory, where exposure is temporary as the user passes a particular point or
moves through an area.
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Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.133 There are approximately 100 residential dwellings within the operational study area
(e.g. within 1 km of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and
shown on Figure 9.1), which is equivalent to approximately 240 NSRs potentially
affected by the onshore HVDC converter. Taking into account the guidance provided
in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of residential receptors is, therefore, considered to
be high and the sensitivity of the PRoWs is considered to be medium.

9.6.140 On this basis, there is no evidence that the noise immission at NSRs would be tonal
(e.g. no pure tonal components that can be identified as a hum, whistle etc.).
Therefore, it is not appropriate to apply a +5 dB correction to the specific sound level
to obtain the rating level. The results of the noise model indicate that noise
immissions would be dominated by sound from air-handling units and cooling fans
that would mask the tonal noise emissions from the transformers such that the overall
immission is broadband and non-tonal.
Magnitude of impact

Significance of effect

9.6.134 The effect on residential NSRs will, therefore, be of minor significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible to minor
significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.

The permanent impact of an 1800 MW HVAC onshore substation operation may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.135 Noise immissions from the operational onshore 1800 MW HVAC substation have
been predicted using SoundPLAN noise modelling software implementing ISO 96132 based on source term data provided by Parsons Brinckerhoff. Data provided by this
brand is representative of this option and has been used to provide a suitable
comparison of options. However, this does not infer that this product/brand would be
the finally selected equipment, which would be subject to competitive procurement
after consent.
9.6.136 Generic spectral shapes have been adopted for each sound source to enable a
spectral assessment to be undertaken and tonality of noise immissions to be
considered. The assessment uses three spectral shapes as set out in Annex 6.9.2.
9.6.137 The SRI and absorption coefficient of the walls and roof of the converter building
have been obtained from manufacturer's data for a cladding panel. The absorption
coefficient for the blast walls between transformers has been obtained from the
SoundPLAN library.
9.6.138 The noise model input data are provided in Annex 6.9.2. The results of the noise
assessment are provided in Annex 6.9.3.
9.6.139 Annex 6.9.3 includes a chart of predicted third-octave noise immission levels at the
closest NSR, 'Fairfield', from the BS 4142 prediction. This indicates that the noise
immission would be low-frequency (i.e. 50 to 250 Hz) and broadband (i.e. a sound
containing a wide range of frequencies). BS 7445-2 states that: "a prominent tonal
component may be detected in one-third octave spectra if the level of a one-third
octave band exceeds the level of the adjacent bands by 5 dB or more."

9.6.141 Downwind immissions at the nearest NSRs are predicted to be around 3 to 8 dB
greater than the annual average daytime immissions. Downwind immissions at the
nearest NSRs are predicted to be around 3 to 8 dB greater than the annual average
evening and night-time immissions.
9.6.142 The assessment indicates that the predicted operational noise levels from the
operational HVAC substation are likely to range between 16 dB LAeq and 23 dB LAeq
at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the daytime, 16 dB LAeq and 23 dB LAeq at
the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the evening, and 16 dB LAeq and 23 dB LAeq
at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the night-time.
9.6.143 The results of the assessment indicate that the rating levels at all anthropogenic
NSRs are likely to be around 9 dB to 21 dB below the background LA90 during the
daytime and between 4 dB to 16 dB below the background LA90 during the evening
and night-time period. These levels are below the threshold of significance adopted
for the project; at least 14 dB below the level at which BS 4142:2014 (BSI, 2014a)
suggests as likely to be an indication of a significant adverse impact, depending on
the context, and at least 4 dB below the criterion suggested by NLC.
9.6.144 The predicted Lnight values are between 16 and 23 dB at all NSRs and the predicted
total sound level (predicted sound level plus ambient sound level) is 36 dB at all
NSRs. The recommendation of the working group of the WHO Regional Office for
Europe, as published in the NNGL is that: “an Lnight, outside of 40 dB should be the
target of the night noise guideline (NNG) to protect the public, including the most
vulnerable groups such as children, the chronically ill and the elderly.”
9.6.145 The impact at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs is predicted to be local, long term
duration, continuous and permanent. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptors directly. The results of the assessment indicate that the magnitude of
impact of HVAC substation operation is, therefore, considered to be negligible.
9.6.146 There is one Scheduled Monument within the operational study area and a second
Scheduled Monument on the edge of the operational study area (e.g. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.1). The site at Baysgarth Farm is located approximately 750 m to the west of the
site, where noise levels are predicted to be below 35 dB L Aeq. The site at Manor Farm
is located approximately 1 km to the north-west of the site, where noise levels are
predicted to be below 35 dB LAeq.
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9.6.147 The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.
9.6.148 There are a number of PRoWs within the operational study area (e.g. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.2). The magnitude of impact on PRoWs from the operation of the HVAC substation
is, therefore, considered to be negligible to low. However, users of PRoWs are
transitory, where exposure is temporary as the user passes a particular point or
moves through an area.
Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.149 There are approximately 100 residential dwellings within the operational study area
(e.g. within 1 km of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and
shown on Figure 9.2), which is equivalent to approximately 240 NSRs potentially
affected by the onshore HVAC substation. Taking into account the guidance provided
in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of residential receptors is, therefore, considered to
be high and the sensitivity of the PRoWs is considered to be medium.
Significance of effect
9.6.150 The effect on residential NSRs will, therefore, be of minor significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible to minor
significance, which is not significant in EIA terms.

The permanent impact of a combined 900MW HVDC converter / 900 MW HVAC
substation operation may affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.151 The operation of a combined 900MW HVDC and 900 MW HVAC system would emit
sound of a magnitude comparable with the average emissions of two separate
HVAC/HVDC schemes. Thus for the purpose of this assessment it has been
assumed that the noise emissions would be no greater than the ‘worst’ of the nonhybrid schemes assessed above.
9.6.152 As for the other schemes, there is no evidence that the noise immission at NSRs
would be tonal (e.g. no pure tonal components that can be identified as a hum,
whistle etc.). Therefore, it is not appropriate to apply a +5 dB correction to the specific
sound level to obtain the rating level. The results of the noise model indicate that
noise immissions would be dominated by sound from air-handling units and cooling
fans that would mask the tonal noise emissions from the transformers such that the
overall immission is broadband and non-tonal.

Magnitude of impact
9.6.153 Downwind immissions at the nearest NSRs are predicted to be around 3 dB greater
than the annual average daytime immissions. Downwind immissions at the nearest
NSRs are predicted to be around 3 dB greater than the annual average evening and
night-time immissions.
9.6.154 The assessment indicates that the predicted operational noise levels from the
operational HVDC converter are likely to range between 23 dB LAeq and 30 dB LAeq at
the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the daytime, 21 dB LAeq and 30 dB LAeq at the
nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the evening, and 21 dB LAeq and 29 dB LAeq at
the nearest anthropogenic NSRs during the night-time.
9.6.155 The results of the assessment indicate that the rating levels at all anthropogenic
NSRs are likely to be around 7 dB to 17 dB below the background LA90 during the
daytime and between 2 dB to 12 dB below the background LA90 during the evening
and night-time period. These levels are below the threshold of significance adopted
for the project; at least 12 dB below the level at which BS 4142:2014 (BSI, 2014a)
suggests as likely to be an indication of a significant adverse impact, depending on
the context, and at least 2 dB below the criterion suggested by NLC.
9.6.156 The predicted Lnight values are between 21 and 29 dB at all NSRs and the predicted
total sound level (predicted sound level plus ambient sound level) range between 36
and 37 dB at all NSRs. The recommendation of the working group of the WHO
Regional Office for Europe, as published in the NNGL is that: “an Lnight, outside of 40 dB
should be the target of the night noise guideline (NNG) to protect the public, including
the most vulnerable groups such as children, the chronically ill and the elderly.”
9.6.157 The impact at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs is predicted to be local, long term
duration, continuous and permanent. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptors directly. The results of the assessment indicate that the magnitude of
impact of HVDC converter operation is, therefore, considered to be negligible.
9.6.158 There is one Scheduled Monument within the operational study area and a second
Scheduled Monument on the edge of the operational study area (i.e. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.2). The site at Baysgarth Farm is located approximately 750 m to the west of the
site, where sound levels are predicted to be below 35 dB LAeq. The site at Manor
Farm is located approximately 1 km to the north-west of the site, where sound levels
are predicted to be below 35 dB LAeq.
9.6.159 The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.
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9.6.160 There are a number of PRoWs within the operational study area (i.e. within 1 km of
the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.2). The magnitude of impact on PRoWs from the operation of the HVDC converter
is, therefore, considered to be negligible to low. However, users of PRoWs are
transitory, where exposure is temporary as the user passes a particular point or
moves through an area.
Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.161 There are approximately 100 residential dwellings within the operational study area
(e.g. within 1 km of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and
shown on Figure 9.2), which is equivalent to approximately 240 NSRs potentially
affected by the onshore HVDC converter. Taking into account the guidance provided
in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of residential receptors is, therefore, considered to
be high and the sensitivity of the PRoWs is, considered to be medium.
Significance of effect
9.6.162 The effect on NSRs will, therefore, be of minor significance, which is not significant in
EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible to minor significance, which is
not significant in EIA terms.
Future monitoring

Magnitude of impact
9.6.167 It is anticipated that noise impacts would be no greater than those predicted for the
installation (in reality, impacts should be less as cables may be left in situ).
9.6.168 The impact at the nearest anthropogenic NSRs is predicted to be local, short term
duration, intermittent and temporary. It is predicted that the impact will affect the
receptors directly. The results of the assessment indicate that the magnitude of
impact is therefore considered to be negligible.
9.6.169 There are no designated heritage assets within the decommissioning study area (i.e.
within 300 m of the cable route as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on
Figure 9.1).
9.6.170 The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.
9.6.171 There are a number of PRoWs within the decommissioning study area (i.e. within 300
m of the cable route as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on Figure
9.1). However, on the basis of the above, no PRoWs are likely to be affected by
decommissioning cable works for more than one month. In addition, users of PRoWs
are transitory, where exposure is temporary as the user passes a particular point or
moves through an area. The magnitude of impact on PRoWs is, therefore,
considered to be negligible.

9.6.163 No future monitoring is proposed.

Sensitivity of receptor

Decommissioning phase
9.6.164 The effects of the decommissioning of Project Two have been assessed with regards
to noise and vibration in the onshore study area. The environmental impacts arising
from the decommissioning of Project Two are listed in Table 9.8 along with the
Design Envelope parameters against which each decommissioning phase impact has
been assessed.
9.6.165 A description of the significance of effects upon NSRs caused by each identified
impact is given below.

The temporary impacts of cable decommissioning may affect receptors sensitive to
noise or vibration.
9.6.166 During decommissioning, it is anticipated that the cable ends would be cut and
sealed. The equipment and activities used are likely to be broadly similar to those
used during construction. It is possible that technological advances will result in
quieter equipment being available for these tasks.

9.6.172 The cable route is located predominantly within rural areas with the potential to affect
only a few individual residential receptors at a time. Sections of the cable route are
close to (within approximately 300 m) of a number of settlements as shown in Figure
9.1). Taking into account the guidance provided in Table 9.13 above, and the limited
number of receptors likely to be affected at any one time, the sensitivity of receptors
along most of the cable route is considered to be low. The exception to this would be
receptors near the sections of cable route close to North Coates Airfield, Waltham,
North Killingholme and South Killingholme, which are classified as medium
sensitivity.
9.6.173 Taking into account the guidance provided in Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of the
receptors is, therefore, considered to be low to medium and the sensitivity of the
PRoWs is, therefore, considered to be negligible to low.
Significance of effect
9.6.174 The effect on NSRs and PRoWs will, therefore, be of negligible significance, which
is not significant in EIA terms.
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Significance of effect

The temporary impact of onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation decommissioning
may affect receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.
9.6.175 The assessment of the noise effects during the decommissioning of the onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substation site has considered the activities likely to give rise
to the greatest noise emissions. This would include the breaking up of the concrete
foundations using hydraulic peckers based on the information on technology and
working methods available at this time.
9.6.176 The decommissioning scenario must be treated with caution as technology and
working methods for breaking concrete have changed significantly over the past
decades and further changes may be considered likely to occur over the lifetime of
the onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation. Therefore, it may be possible to
undertake the decommissioning of the site significantly more quietly than estimated
by this assessment. Nevertheless, this assessment provides a robust estimate of
likely effects based on the information available at this time.

9.6.183 The effect on NSRs will, therefore, be of negligible significance, which is not
significant in EIA terms. The effect on PRoWs will be of negligible to minor
significance, which is not significant in EIA terms
Future monitoring
9.6.184 No future monitoring is proposed.

Key Parameters for Assessment
9.7.1

Magnitude of impact
9.6.177 The model input data and results of the assessments are provided in Annex 6.9.1.

“The potential cumulative impacts with other major developments will also need to be
carefully identified such that the likely significant impacts can be shown to have been
identified and assessed against the baseline position (which would include built and
operational development). In assessing cumulative impacts, other major development
should be identified through consultation with the local planning authorities and other
relevant authorities on the basis of those that are:

9.6.178 The impact at the nearest NSR is predicted to be local, short term duration,
intermittent and temporary. It is predicted that the impact will affect the receptors
directly. The results of the assessment indicate that the magnitude of the impact is,
therefore, considered to be negligible.
9.6.179 There are no designated heritage assets within the decommissioning study area (i.e.
within 300 m of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and
shown on Figure 9.1).
9.6.180 The assessment of noise effects on ecological NSRs is provided in Chapter 3:
Ecology and Nature Conservation based on the model predictions described in this
chapter.
9.6.181 There are a number of PRoWs within the decommissioning study area (i.e. within
300 m of the Project Two site as detailed in paragraphs 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 and shown on
Figure 9.1). The magnitude of impact on PRoWs from construction of the onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substation is, therefore, considered to be negligible to
medium. However, users of PRoWs are transitory, where exposure is temporary as
the user passes a particular point or moves through an area.
Sensitivity of receptor
9.6.182 There are no anthropogenic NSRs affected by the decommissioning of the onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substation. Taking into account the guidance provided in
Table 9.13 above, the sensitivity of the receptor is, therefore, considered to be
negligible and the sensitivity of the PRoWs are, therefore, considered to be
negligible to low.

The cumulative assessment for onshore topics follows the advice given in Version 2
of the Planning Inspectorate’s Advice Note Nine: Rochdale Envelope (PINS, 2012b)
for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) of which Hornsea Project
Two is one. The advice is as follows:



Under construction;



Permitted application(s), but not yet implemented;



Submitted application(s) not yet determined;



Projects on the Planning Inspectorate’s Programme of Projects;



Identified in the relevant Development Plan (and emerging Development Plans
- with appropriate weight being given as they move closer to adoption)
recognising that much information on any relevant proposals will be limited;
and



Identified in other plans and programmes (as appropriate) which set the
framework for future development consents/approvals, where such
development is reasonably likely to come forward.

In preparing such information, it should not be forgotten that the purpose of an EIA is
to inform the examination, and decision making process. The EIA should be clear and
practical.” (PINS Advice Note Nine: Rochdale Envelope, page 8).
9.7.2
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The schemes listed in Table 9.16 below have been considered in the cumulative
assessment for Noise and Vibration. The schemes are identified on Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.3 in Volume 1, Chapter 5 EIA Methodology.

9.7.3

Where the impacts of these schemes have the potential for cumulative effects on
NSRs with regards to their construction or operation, the potential cumulative impact
column of the table identifies these and a description is given below the table.

9.7.4

While sound emissions associated with the decommissioning of Project 2 are
anticipated to be comparable to that for its construction, the likelihood of overlap
between decommissioning Project 2 and any of the cumulative schemes is minimal.
Therefore, the possible magnitude of cumulative effects during decommissioning is
similar to that for construction but with a much lower likelihood of occurrence.
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Table 9.16

Cumulative schemes within 1 km of Project Two.

Scheme

Identification
number
(Figure 5.3
and 5.4 in
Volume 1,
Chapter 5:
EIA
Methodology)

Description

Location, Parish and
Local Authority

Current status (updated
December 2014)

Timescale for
development

Description of potential
cumulative impact

Phillips66 Replacement
Pipeline.

36

Replacement of
approximately 4.5 km
(the seaward section) of
the crude oil pipeline
from offshore buoy to
Tetney Tank Farm. The
landfall for the pipeline is
at Northcoates Point to
the north of Horseshoe
Point.

Although the site area
is largely outside of the
1 km buffer it does fall
adjacent to the Tetney
to Saltfleet Tidal Flood
Defence Scheme.
Pipeline landfall close
to Northcoates Point,
East Lindsey District
Council.

The Environmental Statement and
Marine Licence application were
submitted on 3 March 2014 and the
application was approved on 27
June 2014.

Pipeline construction
programme was
expected to take place
during the period July
2014 to September 2014
however construction is
likely to be delayed until
early March 2015.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Eight wind turbines at
Land at Bishopthorpe
Farm

41

Erection of eight wind
turbines (each with a
maximum height from
the ground to the blade
tip of between 105 m to
115 m).

Site boundary is 162 m
from the cable route
corridor. Closest
turbine is 1.6 km from
cable route corridor.
Tetney, East Lindsay
District Council.

The application was refused at
committee by the Council on the 6
February 2014.
An appeal has subsequently been
submitted by the applicant to PINS.
The application went to Public
Inquiry in August 2014 and has not
been determined as of 11
December 2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Industrial development
at Peacefield Business
Park.

38

Erection of seven
industrial units to use
under Class B1:
Business and Class B8:
Storage and Distribution
of the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes)
Order Act 1987 as
amended, in accordance
with amended plans
received by the Local
Planning Authority on 02
April 2013.

700 m from the cable
route corridor.
Holton le Clay, East
Lindsey District
Council.

Application was approved under
delegated powers on the 12 July
2013.

Planning permission
must be implemented by
12 July 2018. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Waltham Road
(Mushroom Farm
Strands) Brigsley

61

Demolition of existing
detached bungalow,
proposed residential
development of six units
within new build barn
and one detached
residence.

180 m from the cable
route corridor.
Brigsley, North East
Lincolnshire Council.

Application approved under
delegated powers on 4 July 2013.

Planning permission
must be implemented by
04 July 2018. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the relatively
small scale of the proposed
development.
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Scheme

Identification
number
(Figure 5.3
and 5.4 in
Volume 1,
Chapter 5:
EIA
Methodology)

Description

Location, Parish and
Local Authority

Current status (updated
December 2014)

Timescale for
development

Description of potential
cumulative impact

Land adjacent
Westlands, Station
Road, Tetney, Grimsby,
North East Lincolnshire

68

Outline application for
the erection of 35
dwellings.

790 m from the cable
route corridor.
Tetney, East Lindsey
District Council.

Application was submitted on the 5
March 2014 and amended on 21
and 30 June 2014. Application had
not been determined as of 11
December 2014

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown..

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Residential
Development at Sandon
House.

3

Demolition of Sandon
House and erection of
eight dwellings with
associated access,
landscaping and new
footway along the
frontage of Barnoldby
Road, up to number
123.

151 m from the cable
route corridor.
Waltham, North East
Lincolnshire Council.

Planning permission granted.

Planning permission
must be implemented by
13 February 2016. Date
of commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the relatively
small scale of the proposed
development.

Aylesby Road land,
west of Pyewipe Farm

56

Erect wind turbine with
hub height of 50 m,
blade tip height of 77 m
and generation capacity
of 900 kW.

78 m from the cable
route corridor.
Wold, North East
Lincolnshire Council.

Application approved 19 May 2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the relatively
small scale of the proposed
development.

A18/A180 Link Road
(Immingham By-Pass).

40

Link from A1173/A180
junction to B1210.

At its closest to Project
Two this linear project
is 700 m from the cable
route corridor.
South of Immingham.
North East Lincolnshire
Council.

Planning permission granted.
Scheme gained departmental
approval in the 2011 Autumn
Statement.

Contractors have been
appointed. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts since the
construction times are
unlikely to overlap.

Wind turbine at
Immingham Grange,
Immingham.

30

Wind turbine (37 m hub,
55 m blade tip).

Proposed turbine
location is 64 m from
the cable route
corridor. Site boundary
crosses the cable route
corridor.
Immingham, North
East Lincolnshire
Council.

EIA Screening. EIA not required.
No planning application had been
submitted as of 1 December 2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the relatively
small scale of the proposed
development.
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Scheme

Identification
number
(Figure 5.3
and 5.4 in
Volume 1,
Chapter 5:
EIA
Methodology)

Description

Location, Parish and
Local Authority

Current status (updated
December 2014)

Timescale for
development

Description of potential
cumulative impact

A160/A180 Highway
Improvements.

2

Immingham Port access
improvements.

Crosses the cable
route corridor and 2.9
km from the HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation site.
A160, North East
Lincolnshire Council.

Application was submitted to PINs
on the 8 January 2014 and was
accepted on the 27 January 2014.
A signed Statement of Common
Ground between the Highway
Authority and SMart Wind (for
Project One and Project Two) was
issued to the A160 Examination
Process on 8th May 2014.The
examination closed on 4
September 2014. PINs issued a
report of recommendation to the
SoS on 6 November 2014. The
deadline for the SoS decision is 6
February 2015.

The construction period
is expected to be
approximately 16
months, and the
intention is for
construction to start in
late spring/early summer
2015, subject to
obtaining a DCO.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts during operation
due to the large separation
distance from the
convertor/substation
compound. Cumulative
impacts during construction
unlikely unless works
significantly overlap, both in
location and time, along the
cable route corridor.

Residential
development at 17
Greengate Lane.

10

Outline planning
permission to erect eight
dwellings including
associated access roads
and parking areas with
appearance and
landscaping reserved for
subsequent approval.

340 m from the cable
route corridor and the
2.8 km from the
onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation site.
South Killingholme,
North Lincolnshire
Council.

Planning permission was granted
under delegated powers on 16
April 2014.

Reserved Matters
required to be submitted
by 16 April 2016 and the
development
implemented by 16 April
2019 or within two years
of approval of Reserved
Matters, whichever is
later. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the relatively
small scale of the proposed
development.

Total Lindsey Oil
Refinery substation.

9

Planning permission to
erect a sub-station.

155 m from the cable
route corridor and 1.6
km from the onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC
substation site.
North Killingholme,
North Lincolnshire
Council.

Planning permission was granted
under delegated powers on the 6
June 2013.

Planning permission
must be implemented by
6 June 2018. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.
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Scheme

Identification
number
(Figure 5.3
and 5.4 in
Volume 1,
Chapter 5:
EIA
Methodology)

Description

Location, Parish and
Local Authority

Current status (updated
December 2014)

Timescale for
development

Description of potential
cumulative impact

URSA Glass Wool
Insulation
manufacturing plant,
North Killingholme.

5

Glass wool insulation
manufacturing plant.

245 m from the cable
route corridor. Adjacent
to the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation site.
North Killingholme,
North Lincolnshire
Council.

Planning permission granted.
Application to extend timescale for
implementation awaiting
determination.

Construction likely to
start 2017 for 36
months.

There is potential for
cumulative impacts during
the construction, operation
and decommissioning
phases (see comment
below starting paragraph
9.7.21).

C. GEN power plant at
North Killingholme
Power Plant.

11

570 MW power station.
The plant includes a
gasifier of up to 65 m,
storage silos up to 45 m
and flare stack up to
135 m in height.

Power plant is 490 m
from the HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation site but the
proposed pipe
conveyor crosses the
cable route corridor
and the HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation site.
North Killingholme,
North Lincolnshire
Council.

DCO granted by the SoS on 11
September 2014. Elements of the
CPO application for grid connection
were refused. Awaiting response
from C.GEN.

Construction is indicated
to take 36 months to
complete. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

There is potential for
cumulative impacts during
the construction, operation
and decommissioning
phases (see comment
below starting paragraph
9.7.27).

Quay and wind turbine
manufacturing factory,
Able Marine Energy
Park, Killingholme
Marshes.

14

New quay and wind
turbine manufacture.
The maximum height to
eaves of the tallest
building (foundation
factory) would be 45 m.
The development covers
an area of approximately
150 ha.

400 m from the cable
corridor route and 800
m from the HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation site.
North Killingholme,
North Lincolnshire
Council.

Permission granted by the SoS on
18 December 2013.

Construction was
programmed to start in
2013 for 24 months.
However, construction
has been delayed by
Special Parliamentary
Procedure. The
Parliamentary
Committee decided that
there was no case for
Able to answer in
respect of the petitions
of general objection
presented. The DCO
came into force on 29th
October 2014.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Port-related logistics
and business park, Able
Humber Ports Northern

13

Port-related logistics and
business park. The
development covers an

Adjacent to the
onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC

Planning permission was granted
on the 10 July 2013.

Planning permission
must be implemented by
10 July 2016. Date of

There is potential for
cumulative impacts during
the construction, operation
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Scheme

Identification
number
(Figure 5.3
and 5.4 in
Volume 1,
Chapter 5:
EIA
Methodology)

Area, Halton Marshes.

Description

Location, Parish and
Local Authority

area of approximately
380 ha.

substation.
North Killingholme,
North Lincolnshire
Council.

Current status (updated
December 2014)

Timescale for
development

Description of potential
cumulative impact

commencement of
construction unknown.

and decommissioning
phases (see comment
below starting paragraph
9.7.13).

Manor Solar Farm Park

74

Solar park comprising
100,056 modules with a
total generating capacity
of 26.01 MW.

45 m from the cable
route corridor. Adjacent
to the site.
Laceby, North East
Lincolnshire Council.

Screening Opinion received on 24
July 2014 stating that EIA is not
required. No planning application
has been submitted (as of 11
December 2014).

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to nature of the
proposed development.

Alfords Garden Centre,
Grimsby Road

76

Refurbishment of
existing garden centre
site including
extensions, relocation of
accesses, new parking,
removal & relocation of
polytunnels, fencing,
landscaping &
associated works.
Demolition of Russell
Dene and the erection of
a new dwelling.

787 m from cable route
corridor.
Laceby
North East Lincolnshire
Council

Application submitted on 30 July
2014. Application had not been
determined as of 1 December
2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Low Farm Solar Farm,
Bradley Road

77

EIA screening opinion
for a proposed 21 MW
solar photovoltaic (PV)
development.

40 m from the cable
route corridor.
Grimsby,
North East Lincolnshire
Council.

Screening Opinion published in
June 2014 stating EIA is not
required. No planning application
has been submitted as of 1
December 2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to proposed
development likely being
negligible in its noise
impact during construction
or operation.

Blyth Way (Land Off)
Laceby

78

Outline application for
up to 100 dwellings with
means of access to be
considered.

660 m from the cable
route corridor.
Laceby
North East Lincolnshire
Council

Planning application validated in
June 2014. Application had not
been determined as of 1 December
2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Residential
development at Land at
Tetney Golf Club.

80

Outline application to
erect 27 dwellings,
swales and attenuation
pond.

735 m from the cable
route corridor.
Tetney
East Lindsey District
Council.

Planning application validated on 2
July 2014. Application had not
been determined as of 1 December
2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown. Date of
commencement of
construction unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.
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Scheme

Identification
number
(Figure 5.3
and 5.4 in
Volume 1,
Chapter 5:
EIA
Methodology)

Description

Location, Parish and
Local Authority

Current status (updated
December 2014)

Timescale for
development

Description of potential
cumulative impact

Hydrocarbon
Exploratory Bore Hole,
Land at Mauxhall Farm,
Immingham Road,
Stallingborough

99

Temporary permission
for the construction of a
new access track,
temporary well site and
clean enclosed burner
pit, with associated
portable cabins for the
storage of equipment
and for staff office
accommodation, the
drilling of an exploratory
bore hole for oil,
undertaking of
production tests and
retaining the site and
wellhead valve
assembly gear for
evaluation

830 m from the cable
route corridor.
Stallingham, North
East Lincolnshire
Council

Planning permission was granted
on 22 October 2014 with the
signing of a S106 Agreement.
Application to discharge several
conditions was submitted in
November 2014 and is pending
consideration (as of 1 December
2014).

Site construction,
including site clearance,
will take approximately
seven weeks, after
which the drilling rig will
be moved onto the site
and rigged-up (an
additional two weeks).

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

Industrial Units, Halton
Road East, North
Killingholme Industrial
Estate

100

Four industrial units and
an extension to an
existing unit with a new
access.

1 km from the cable
route corridor and 1.6
km from the onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC
substation site.
North Killingholme.
North Lincolnshire
Council

Refused 19 November 2014.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

No cumulative impacts, as
application refused.

Enabling works for
AMEP, land adjacent to
Rosper Road.

95

Enabling works in
support of the AMEP
project which will
comprise site clearance,
ground raising works,
felling of a copse,
creation of footpath,
removal offsite of the
topsoil layer, importing
spreading and
compacting of
approximately
275,000m3 of fill
material, new drainage
ditches and the

997 m from the
onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC
substation site and 2
km from the cable
route corridor.

Application submitted in May 2014.
Awaiting decision.

Date of commencement
of construction
unknown.

Unlikely to be cumulative
impacts due to the large
separation distances.

South Killingholme,
North Lincolnshire
Council
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Scheme

Identification
number
(Figure 5.3
and 5.4 in
Volume 1,
Chapter 5:
EIA
Methodology)

Description

Location, Parish and
Local Authority

Current status (updated
December 2014)

construction of a new
twin cell drainage
culvert.
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Timescale for
development

Description of potential
cumulative impact

9.7.5

The following section describes the potential cumulative impacts where identified in
the table above.

9.7.6

There are a number of developments in the vicinity of the onshore HVDC converter/
HVAC substation site that have been, or currently are, the subject of a planning
application.

9.7.7

There is the potential for the consented and/or proposed developments in the area to
affect the baseline sound environment at NSRs in East Halton and North
Killingholme. The following data have been obtained from the planning submissions
for the developments to inform the assessment of cumulative impacts.

9.7.8

The area around the proposed onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation site
contains large areas of noise generating industrial facilities and associated transport
infrastructure. A number of other potentially noise generating developments are
proposed and/or consented in the area, including the Project One HVDC
converter/HVAC substation. Subject to available information on other developments,
the assessment has considered the cumulative noise effects of concurrent
construction and/or operation of the onshore elements of Project Two with existing
and other proposed developments, including those predicted for Project One..

9.7.9

The magnitude of cumulative construction noise impacts has been determined from
the scale provided in Table 9.9. Cumulative operational impacts have been
considered in terms of overall potential increases in noise immission level from the
onshore elements of Project Two with Project One and consented development in the
area.

9.7.10

Incremental increases in anthropogenic sound level due to a number of separate
developments over time are sometimes called 'noise creep' or 'creeping ambient'.
Cumulative noise impacts have been considered in terms of the long term average
day-evening-night level, Lden, and the long term average night-time sound level, Lnight,
which are the selected common sound indicators of the ENR to assess annoyance
and sleep disturbance, respectively. The ENR transpose the requirements of the
END, Annex I of which provides definitions for Lden and Lnight.

9.7.11

Dose-response relationships between noise and effects, such as annoyance and
sleep disturbance, have been developed for transportation sources (e.g. Berglund et
al., (2000) and Fritschi, L. et al., (2011)). Similar relationships have not been
developed for other sound sources, such as industrial noise. There is evidence
(Fritschi, L. et al., 2011 and Defra (2011)) that the noise dose-response relationships
may be different for different sound sources (e.g. the annoyance generated by a
given noise dose from a road may be different to that generated by the same dose of
noise from a railway or airport). On this basis, it may be considered inappropriate to
use dose-response relationships developed for transportation noise to evaluate
cumulative effects in terms of percentage of persons annoyed or sleep disturbed.

9.7.12

Similarly, the DMRB provides a semantic scale for impact magnitude related to
change in road traffic noise (in terms of LA10,18h). There is no corresponding nationally
adopted scale for changes in industrial noise immissions. Therefore, this assessment,
where appropriate data are available, provides estimates of potential changes in Lden
and Lnight at NSRs and an estimate of the number of NSRs affected. However, it is not
considered appropriate or robust to apply an arbitrary scale of magnitude impact to
enable an evaluation of effect significance.
Able Humber Ports Northern Area

9.7.13

The Able Logistics Facility is located adjacent to the Project Two onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation site in North Killingholme.

9.7.14

The NLC EPO's recommendation includes a condition (24) that states that: “24.
Before development commences, details shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority of the precise location, construction and
specification of an acoustic fence to be constructed in a location to minimise, to World
Health Organisation Guidelines for Community Noise standard, noise nuisance to the
nearest receptor Reason: In order to minimise noise nuisance to levels that achieve
World Health Organisation guidelines.”

9.7.15

The Applicant has interpreted this as requiring that noise immissions from the facility
and access road should not exceed 50 - 55 dB LAeq,16h and 45 dB LAeq,8h during the
daytime and night-time, respectively (Berglund, B. et al. 2000).. Table 2.1 of the Able
document 'Addendum to EIS: CRTN Assessment of Traffic Noise at Receptors in
East Halton' (Able, 2010) provides the results of a prediction of road traffic
immissions at NSRs and indicates that the noise limits interpreted from condition 24
would be achieved.

9.7.16

On the basis that the levels listed in Table 2.1 of 'Addendum to EIS: CRTN
Assessment of Traffic Noise at Receptors in East Halton' will be achieved and on the
assumption that the baseline sound levels provided in Table 9.5 are broadly
applicable to all NSRs on the eastern edge of East Halton, it is considered likely that
baseline daytime LAeq,16h and night-time LAeq,8h levels may increase. The LA90 is
unlikely to be significantly affected by road traffic noise from the access road because
it is a measurement of the level exceeded for 90% of the time. The future baseline
LA90 is likely to be a measurement of the sound level in between vehicle pass-bys
and, therefore, similar to the current LA90.

9.7.17

The ES for the Able Logistics Facility provides an assessment of sound during seven
construction phases of the development, which includes considerable earth
movement during the daytime. This assessment indicates that noise immissions
during construction may be around 45 - 60 dB LAeq, daytime.
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9.7.18

9.7.19

9.7.20

Taking into account the above and the construction noise assessment provided in
Annex 6.9.1, it is unlikely that cumulative construction noise levels would be of
greater than negligible impact magnitude, even if the construction phases were
concurrent. Overall, the contribution of the onshore elements of Project Two and the
Able Logistic Facility are considered to be negligible.
A summary of predicted noise immission levels from the Able Logistics Factory is
provided in Annex 6.9.4. The results of the assessment indicate that the cumulative
noise immissions from the Project Two onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation
and those from the Able Logistics Facility would be up to 1 dB greater than the noise
immissions from the Able Logistics Facility alone. The contribution to any cumulative
noise effect from the onshore elements of Project Two is considered to be negligible.

C. GEN Power Plant
9.7.27

The main C. GEN Power Plant site is located 490 m from the Project Two onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substation site. The application is for the construction and
operation of a new thermal generating station that will operate either as a combined
Cycle Gas Turbine plant or as an integrated Gasification Combined Cycle plant. The
DCO was granted by the SoS on 11 September 2014.

9.7.28

Construction is indicated to take 36 months to complete. At the time of this
assessment, details of the construction commencement date have yet to be
confirmed. Taking into account the magnitude of the proposals it is unlikely that
cumulative construction noise levels would be of greater than negligible impact
magnitude above the separate schemes, even if the construction phases were
concurrent. Overall, the cumulative contribution of the onshore elements of Project
Two and the C. GEN Power Plant are considered to be negligible.

9.7.29

Thus there would be no significant cumulative effects.

Thus there would be no significant cumulative effects.
URSA Glasswool Factory

9.7.21

The URSA Glasswool Factory is located adjacent to the Project Two onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC Substation site in North Killingholme.

9.7.22

The Noise and Vibration ES Chapter for the proposed URSA Glasswool Factory
(RPS, 2008) provided predictions of noise immissions at NSRs from the factory alone
and from the factory and delivery traffic to the premises. Noise emissions from the
factory (excluding vehicle noise) would be continuous and, therefore, have the
potential to affect the baseline LA90 levels if of sufficient magnitude.

9.7.23

The ES for the URSA Glasswool Factory provides an assessment based on
construction noise immissions at the closest NSR to that site, which is at the eastern
end of Swinster Lane. Predicted construction noise immission levels at this NSR are
around 40 - 53 dB LAeq,12h during the daytime and around 40 dB LAeq,8h during nighttime concrete pour.

9.7.24

Taking into account the above and the construction noise assessment provided in
Annex 6.9.1 it is unlikely that cumulative construction noise levels would be of greater
than negligible impact magnitude, even if the construction phases were concurrent.
Overall, the contribution of the onshore elements of Project Two and the URSA
Glasswool Factory are considered to be negligible.

9.7.25

A summary of predicted noise immission levels from the URSA Glasswool Factory is
provided in Annex 6.9.4. The results of the assessment indicate that the cumulative
noise immissions from Project Two onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation and
those from the URSA Glasswool Factory would be less than 1 dB greater than the
noise immissions from the URSA Glasswool Factory alone. The contribution to any
cumulative noise effect from the onshore elements of Project Two is considered to be
negligible.

9.7.26

Cumulative Impacts with Project One
9.7.30

There are a number of potential scenarios for the timing of construction of Project
Two and Project One. This has been taken into account in the onshore cumulative
impact assessment of Project Two with Project One. This has been assessed on the
basis of the following potential scenarios:


Scenario One - Project One constructed before Project Two;



Scenario Two - Project Two constructed before Project One; and



Scenario Three - Project One and Project Two constructed at the same time.

9.7.31

In the event of a simultaneous or overlapping construction programme with Project
One, or in the event that Project Two construction has completed prior to the
commencement of Project One construction (i.e., Scenarios Two and Three), access
to and use of some of the temporary construction compounds and work areas
authorised by the Project One DCO will be prevented or restricted by the construction
of Project Two. In order to reduce the impacts to Project One in these circumstances,
the Project Two DCO contains some temporary construction working sites and
means of access which are intended for temporary use by Project One to
compensate Project One and reduce the impacts of Project Two on Project One.
Scenarios Two and Three may require the use of these temporary construction
working sites (referred to as “compensation compounds” in the chapter and Annex
4.5.4: Project One / Project Two Interface), which will not be required under Scenario
One.

9.7.32

The plan in Volume 4, Annex 4.5.4: Project One / Project Two Interface shows all of
the features (side accesses, compounds, etc.) potentially required for all scenarios.

Thus there would be no significant cumulative effects.
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9.7.33

Volume 6, Annex 6.9.4: Cumulative Noise Assessment provides the results of the
assessments of the potential combinations of operational Project One and Project
Two onshore HVDC converter(s) and/or onshore HVAC substation(s). The results of
the operational cumulative noise assessments indicate that the cumulative noise
impacts at all NSRs would be of no more than minor significance and, therefore, not
greater in environmental significance than any of the options for Project One and
Project Two onshore HVDC converter or onshore HVAC substation operating
individually.

9.7.34

The potential cumulative effects of Project Two with Project One for Noise and
Vibration are summarised in Table 9.17. As well as construction impacts, the table
also includes a description of the cumulative operational and decommissioning
impacts.
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Table 9.17

Potential Cumulative Effects of Project Two with Project One on Noise and Vibration.
Scenario

Scenario 1 – Project One constructed
before Project Two

Scenario 2 – Project Two constructed
before Project One

Scenario 3 – Project One and Project Two
constructed at the same time

The temporary impact of cable installation
during construction may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Maximum cumulative noise levels due to
simultaneous construction activities could increase
by up to 3 dB above the maximum for each
individual phase; however the overall duration of
disturbance due to Project One and Project Two
construction works would be correspondingly
reduced. Whilst the increase in noise magnitude
could theoretically increase the impact, this would,
in practice, be offset by reduction in the duration
exposure to construction noise. Therefore
cumulative effects would be unlikely to significantly
increase above those individually predicted for
Project One or Project Two.

The temporary impact of cable installation
by HDD may affect receptors to noise or
vibration.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Maximum cumulative noise levels due to
simultaneous construction activities could increase
by up to 3 dB above the maximum for each
individual phase; however the overall duration of
disturbance due to Project One and Project Two
construction works would be correspondingly
reduced. Whilst the increase in noise magnitude
could theoretically increase the impact, this would,
in practice, be offset by reduction in the duration
exposure to construction noise. Therefore
cumulative effects would be unlikely to significantly
increase above those individually predicted for
Project One or Project Two.

The temporary impact of constructing the
cable route construction side accesses
may affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Maximum cumulative noise levels due to
simultaneous construction activities could increase
by up to 3 dB above the maximum for each
individual phase; however the overall duration of
disturbance due to Project One and Project Two
construction works would be correspondingly
reduced. Whilst the increase in noise magnitude
could theoretically increase the impact, this would,
in practice, be offset by reduction in the duration
exposure to construction noise. Therefore
cumulative effects would be unlikely to significantly
increase above those individually predicted for
Project One or Project Two.

Impact
Construction phase
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Scenario

Scenario 1 – Project One constructed
before Project Two

Scenario 2 – Project Two constructed
before Project One

Scenario 3 – Project One and Project Two
constructed at the same time

The temporary impact of vehicles on the
cable route construction side accesses
may affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Maximum cumulative noise levels due to
simultaneous construction activities could increase
by up to 3 dB above the maximum for each
individual phase; however the overall duration of
disturbance due to Project One and Project Two
construction works would be correspondingly
reduced. Whilst the increase in noise magnitude
could theoretically increase the impact, this would,
in practice, be offset by reduction in the duration
exposure to construction noise. Therefore
cumulative effects would be unlikely to significantly
increase above those individually predicted for
Project One or Project Two.

The temporary impact of traffic
generation on the local road network in
association with the project during
construction may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Maximum cumulative noise levels due to
simultaneous construction activities could increase
by up to 3 dB above the maximum for each
individual phase; however the overall duration of
disturbance due to Project One and Project Two
construction works would be correspondingly
reduced. Whilst the increase in noise magnitude
could theoretically increase the impact, this would,
in practice, be offset by reduction in the duration
exposure to construction noise. Therefore
cumulative effects would be unlikely to significantly
increase above those individually predicted for
Project One or Project Two.

The temporary impacts of HVDC
converter/HVAC substation construction
may affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Maximum cumulative noise levels due to
simultaneous construction activities could increase
by up to 3 dB above the maximum for each
individual phase; however the overall duration of
disturbance due to Project One and Project Two
construction works would be correspondingly
reduced. Whilst the increase in noise magnitude
could theoretically increase the impact, this would,
in practice, be offset by reduction in the duration
exposure to construction noise. Therefore
cumulative effects would be unlikely to significantly
increase above those individually predicted for
Project One or Project Two.

Impact
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Scenario

Scenario 1 – Project One constructed
before Project Two

Scenario 2 – Project Two constructed
before Project One

Scenario 3 – Project One and Project Two
constructed at the same time

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Although the duration for which NSRs would
experience construction noise might increase,
noise would still be temporary. Therefore no
significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what
is already predicted for each project
separately.

Maximum cumulative noise levels due to
simultaneous construction activities could increase
by up to 3 dB above the maximum for each
individual phase; however the overall duration of
disturbance due to Project One and Project Two
construction works would be correspondingly
reduced. Whilst the increase in noise magnitude
could theoretically increase the impact, this would,
in practice, be offset by reduction in the duration
exposure to construction noise. Therefore
cumulative effects would be unlikely to significantly
increase above those individually predicted for
Project One or Project Two.

The permanent impact of a 1500 MW
HVDC onshore converter operation may
affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what is
already predicted.

The permanent impact of an 1800 MW
HVDC onshore converter operation may
affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what is
already predicted.

The permanent impact of an 1800 MW
HVAC onshore substation operation may
affect receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what is
already predicted.

The permanent impact of a combined
900MW HVDC converter / 900 MW
HVAC substation operation may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or vibration.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what is
already predicted.

The temporary impacts of cable
decommissioning may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what is
already predicted.

The temporary impacts of onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation
decommissioning may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur,
as the increase would be negligible above
what is already predicted.

No significant cumulative effects would occur, as
the increase would be negligible above what is
already predicted.

Impact
The temporary impacts of tubular steel
piling (percussive piling) may affect
receptors sensitive to vibration.

Operation phase

Decommissioning phase
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produce a different or greater effect on this receptor than when the effects are
considered in isolation. Receptor-led effects might be short term, temporary or
transient effects, or incorporate longer term effects.

Assessment of Project One/Project Two Cumulative Effects
9.7.35

9.7.36

9.7.37

Referring to the table, the worst case for cumulative effects for noise and vibration is
if Project One and Project Two are constructed at the same time. The maximum
cumulative noise levels due to construction activities could increase by up to 3 dB
above the maximum for each individual project. The duration of disturbance due to
construction works may be extended.

9.9.2

A description of the likely inter-related effects arising from Project Two on receptors is
provided in Chapter 12: Inter-Related Effects (Onshore).

Neither an extension in duration and/or increase in construction noise by up to 3 dB
would increase the magnitude of any impact above the thresholds separately
predicted for Project One or Project Two. The cumulative effect of Project One and
Project Two being construction sequentially or concurrently is therefore considered to
be of negligible significance.

9.10.1

The cumulative operation or decommissioning of Project One and Project Two would
result in no significant cumulative effects, as the increase above what is already
predicted would be negligible.

The potential noise and vibration effects from construction, operation and
decommissioning of the onshore elements of the proposed Hornsea Project Two
Onshore Wind Farm have been predicted and assessed in accordance with
international, national and local standards and guidance.

9.10.2

Surveys have been undertaken to determine the baseline sound levels at locations
representative of the potentially most affected noise sensitive receptors. Long term
baseline sound monitoring was undertaken in April 2008 and November 2011.

9.10.3

The project includes measures to control construction noise impacts, including the
implementation of an Outline Code of Construction Practice (SMart Wind, 2014).
Taking these measures into account, the results of the noise and vibration
assessment indicate that the significance of noise and vibration effects from the
construction of the cable route, HDD works and the four HVDC converter/HVAC
substation options would be negligible to moderate.

9.10.4

Detailed modelling of the four HVDC converter/HVAC substation options indicates
that the significance of noise and vibration effects due to the operation of the project
would be negligible to minor.

9.10.5

During decommissioning, effects would be limited to activities at the transition joint
bays and at the HVDC converter/HVAC substation site. It has been assumed that
effects arising along the cable route may be similar to those during construction.
Taking this into account, the results of the noise and vibration assessment indicate
that the significance of noise and vibration effects from decommissioning of the cable
route and the HVDC converter/HVAC substation would be negligible to minor.

9.10.6

A summary of the findings of the EIA that have been completed to date and which
relate to noise and vibration are presented in Table 9.18 below.

9.8.1

Transboundary impacts relate to those impacts that may arise from an activity within
one European Economic Area (EEA) state, that affect the environment or other
interests of another EEA state.

9.8.2

A screening of transboundary impacts has been carried out and is presented in
Annex 4.5.2: Transboundary Impacts Screening Note. This screening exercise
identified that there was no potential for significant transboundary effects with regard
to noise and vibration from Project Two on the interests of other EEA States.

9.9.1

Inter-relationships are considered to be the impacts and associated effects of
different aspects of the proposal on the same receptor. These are considered to be:


Project lifetime effects: Assessment of the scope for effects that occur
throughout more than one phase of the project (construction, operational and
maintenance, and decommissioning) to interact to potentially create a more
significant effect on a receptor than if just assessed in isolation in these three
key project stages (e.g., construction phase noise, operational noise and noise
during decommissioning and dismantling at the onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation site).



Receptor-led effects: Assessment of the scope for all effects to interact,
spatially and temporally, to create inter-related effects on a receptor. As an
example, all effects on a given receptor such as local residents – construction
dust and noise, increased traffic and visual change etc. may interact to
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Table 9.18

Summary of potential environmental effects.

Potential impact

Mitigation measures
adopted as part of
the project

Direct/
indirect

Short
term/
long
term

Continuous/
intermittent

Sensitivity of
receptor

Magnitude of
impact

Significance of
effect including
designed in
measures

The temporary impact of cable
installation during construction
may affect receptors sensitive to
noise or vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Low to High
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible
(PRoWs)

Negligible to Minor
(NSRs)
Negligible to Minor
(PRoWs)

The temporary impact of cable
installation by HDD may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Continuous

Low to
Medium
(NSR)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Negligible to
High (NSRs)
Negligible to
High (PRoWs)

Negligible to
Moderate (NSRs)
Negligible to Minor
(PRoWs)

The temporary impact of
constructing the cable route
construction side accesses may
affect receptors sensitive to noise
or vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Low to
Medium
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible
(PRoWs)

Negligible (NSRs)
Negligible (PRoWs)

The temporary impact of vehicles
on the cable route construction
side accesses may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Low to
Medium
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Negligible (NSRs)
Negligible (PRoWs)

The temporary impact of traffic
generation on the local road
network in association with the
project during construction may
affect receptors sensitive to noise
or vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Negligible to
Medium
(NSRs)

Negligible to
Low (NSRs)

Negligible to Minor
(NSRs)

The temporary impacts of HVDC
converter/HVAC substation
construction may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Negligible to
Low (NSRs)

Negligible to
Medium
(NSRs)

Negligible to Minor
(NSRs)

The temporary impacts of tubular
steel piling (percussive piling)
may affect receptors sensitive to
vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible
(Industrial)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible
(Industrial)

Negligible (NSRs)
Negligible (Industrial)

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Continuous

High (NSRs)
Medium
(PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Minor (NSRs)
Negligible to Minor
(PRoWs)

Operation phase
The permanent impact of a 1500
MW HVDC onshore converter
operation may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.
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Notes

Potential impact

Mitigation measures
adopted as part of
the project

Direct/
indirect

Short
term/
long
term

Continuous/
intermittent

Sensitivity of
receptor

Magnitude of
impact

Significance of
effect including
designed in
measures

The permanent impact of an 1800
MW HVDC onshore converter
operation may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Continuous

High (NSRs)
Medium
(PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Minor (NSRs)
Negligible to Minor
(PRoWs)

The permanent impact of an 1800
MW HVAC onshore substation
operation may affect receptors
sensitive to noise or vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Continuous

High (NSRs)
Medium
(PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low(PRoWs)

Minor (NSRs)
Negligible to Minor
(PRoWs)

The permanent impact of a
combined 900MW HVDC
converter / 900 MW HVAC
substation operation may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

As per outline CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Continuous

High (NSRs)
Medium
(PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low(PRoWs)

Minor (NSRs)
Negligible to Minor
(PRoWs)

The temporary impacts of cable
decommissioning may affect
receptors sensitive to noise or
vibration.

As per future CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Low to
Medium
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible
(PRoWs)

Negligible (NSRs)
Negligible (PRoWs)

The temporary impact of onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC
substation decommissioning may
affect receptors sensitive to noise
or vibration.

As per future CoCP
(SMart Wind, 2014)

Direct

Short
term

Intermittent

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Low (PRoWs)

Negligible
(NSRs)
Negligible to
Medium
(PRoWs)

Negligible (NSRs)
Negligible to Minor
(PRoWs)

Decommissioning phase
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